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Lo Cal City presents a new way of 
conceiving of architecture in the 
21 Century City.  By aggressively 
uncovering embedded radical 
efficiencies in a place - the true 
local in a locale - and positing how 
cities can minimize the metabolism 
of energy, Lo Cal City maximizes 
the experience of architecture. In 
this approach, architecture embeds 
itself in the logics of a locale as 
local, low calorie and Lo Cal.
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Lo Cal City aggressively uncovers embedded radical efficiencies in a place - the 
true local in a locale - and posits how cities can minimize the metabolism of 
energy while maximizing the design and experience of architecture.

This book is the result of the Parsons School of Constructed Environments 2010-
2011 Master of Architecture Thesis Studio. All students were in their final year of 
their professional architecture degrees at Parsons The New School for Design in 
New York City. A majority of the students located their theses in the city of Albany, 
the capital of New York state, and engaged the director of City Planning in a series 
of discussions and presentations. Others chose New York City as their locale 
and one ranged far afield to Phnom Penh, Cambodia. All defined the Lo Cal City 
through the individuality and the aggregation of their thesis projects.

The book describes the process of a thesis studio that locates itself in a lo cal 
locale. It begins with the faculty and student contributors; includes a series of 
essays that describe the ideas and operations of this architectural thesis studio; 
continues with the main body of the book, the students’ projects; and then frames 
some of the issues of a specific locale. The book concludes with information that 
contextualizes the process of the studio, from reviews to workshops to a list of 
topics of the studio in the students’ words, and images of the productive mess of 
the studio - post thesis review.

Lo Cal = Thesis
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The editors wish to thank Bill Morrish, dean 
of the School of Constructed Environments 
(SCE), for his support of the Lo Cal Thesis, 
and Christine Chang, Director of Operations at 
SCE, for her persistent attention to the needs 
of this book. The faculty who worked with the 
students on their projects throughout the year, 
providing the right words at the right times 
to nudge students’ projects forward, are the 
shepherds of the thesis studio.  Their efforts 
and commitment are greatly appreciated and 
they are: Stella Betts (Thesis Studio Coordina-
tor), Reid Freeman (also for his photography 
of students’ models), Paul Goldberger, Astrid 
Lipka and Mark Rakatansky.  Brian McGrath 
deserves special thanks for his guiding con-
versations about the Lo Cal City, for skillfully 
teaching the students how to read the city 
though various lenses in his Theory of Urban 
Form class and in his critiques, and for insti-
gating conversations with City Planning and 
the New York Department of Energy in Albany.  
Thanks goes to Peter Wheelwright for his guid-
ance on “thesis matters” and for his belief 
in the intellectual traditions of sustainability 
that pervade the graduate thesis programs 
in architecture, lighting design and interior 
design.  Henry Smith-Miller provided continuity 
from students’ past work in his studio and his 
comments in these pages are appreciated.  
Doug Melnick, Director of City Planning in 
Albany, is thanked for his time and attention to 

the projects and his openness to the students 
about the processes that the City of Albany 
has undertaken in looking toward its future.  
Thanks also goes to Karen Engel, at the New 
York Department of Energy.  

A series of consultants generously give their 
time to the thesis students’ work.  Thanks is 
due to the participating engineers of Robert 
Silman Associates, Rebecca Buntrock, Alastair 
Elliot, Shinjnee Pathak and Ian Pendleton; and 
to the consultanting engineers of Atelier Ten, 
Leanora Paniccia, and to Sarah Sachs of Buro 
Happold for their expert advice. The impact of  
Harriet Markis’ review of the structural issues 
in the students’ projects cannot be underes-
timated. 

Thanks also goes to the M.Arch thesis 
students, for their commitment to their work, 
their spirited approach to the studio, and their 
willingness to engage and invent the Lo Cal 
City through the Lo Cal Thesis.

Special thanks goes to the student editorial 
team that worked on this book through the 
Solar Decathlon summer: John Loercher and 
Siena Shaw, and especially to Melanie Hendel 
and Amanda Waal for taking the long view and 
staying with the project all the way through to 
the Lo Cal end.
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Faculty Contributors
STELLA BETTS
Thesis Studio Coordinator
Stella Betts is a founding partner of LEVENBETTS. 
The work of LEVENBETTS has been recognized 
internationally through awards, exhibitions and pub-
lications. Recent awards are Architectural League’s 
Emerging Voices, Architectural Records’ Design Van-
guard, Architype Review Award, IES Lumen Award, 
and five AIA NYC Awards. 

REID FREEMAN
Thesis Advisor
Reid Freeman is a licensed architect and a principal 
of Barker Freeman Design Office (BFDO) of Brooklyn, 
NY and a principal at James Carpenter Design Asso-
ciates (JCDA) in New York City. BFDO is a collabora-
tive architectural practice focused on the integration 
of emerging design and delivery methods with a 
contemporary design perspective. JCDA is an inter-
disciplinary firm that explores innovative technolo-
gies and implementations of materials, systems, and 
processes from product design to building projects. 
He teaches construction technology and design 
studio courses in the graduate architecture program 
at Parsons. Reid is also a published architectural 
photographer with work appearing in international 
architectural magazines and journals.  

PAUL GOLDBERGER
Thesis Advisor
Paul Goldberger is the New School University’s Jo-
seph Urban Professor of Design and the Architecture 
Critic for The New Yorker,  For 25 years he was the 
architecture critic for The New York Times where 
he won a Pulitzer Prize for architectural criticism in 
1984. He has also been awarded the President’s 
Medal of the Municipal Art Society of 
New York, the medal of the American Institute of 
Architects, and the Medal of Honor of the New York 
Landmarks Preservation Foundation. He is the 
author of several books, including Why Architecture 
Matters, published in 2009 by Yale University Press.

DAVID LEVEN
Graduate Architecture Director
David Leven is a founding partner of LEVENBETTS 
and Associate Professor and director of the M.Arch 
program at the School of Constructed Environments. 
Recent LEVENBETTS awards are Architectural 
League’s Emerging Voices, Architectural Records’ De-
sign Vanguard, Architype Review Award, IES Lumen 
Award, and five AIA NYC Awards. The firm’s work 
was published by Princeton Architectural Press.

ASTRID LIPKA
Primary Advisor
Astrid Lipka is a principal at Lyn Rice Architects - an 
architectural platform for a range of building, 
planning, art and cultural research projects. Her 
work has been recognized through numerous honors 
and awards including AIA NY Awards, an AIA New 
York State Award of Excellence, an AIA New York/
Boston Society of Architects Biennial Honor Award, 
an I.D. Annual Design Award and a BDA (German 
Association of Architects) Award. She is a recipient 
of DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) and 
Erasmus Mundus scholarships.

BRIAN MCGRATH
Thesis Advisor
Brian McGrath is the founder and principal of Urban-
Interface, LLC, an urban design consulting practice 
that fuses expertise in architecture, ecology and 
media. The firm combines new research in urban 
ecosystems and digital technologies to provide urban 
design models that engage local participants in 
flexible, innovative approaches to urban densification 
and revitalization.

BILL MORRISH
School Of Constructed Environments Dean
Morrish is a nationally recognized urban designer 
whose practice encompasses inter-disciplinary 
research on urban housing and infrastructure, col-
laborative publications on human settlement and 
community design and educational programs explor-
ing integrated design which are applied to a range of 
innovative city projects. He is the author of Civilizing 
Terrains, and coauthored, Building for the Arts, Plan-
ning To Stay, and Growing Urban Habitats.

MARK RAKATANSKY
Thesis Advisor
Mark Rakatansky is principal of Mark Rakatansky 
Studio. He has received a diverse range of awards in 
architecture, urbanism, and graphic design, including 
Emerging Voices, ID, and Progressive Architecture. 
His designs and writings have appeared in publica-
tions worldwide, including ANY, A+U, Assemblage, 
Harvard Architecture Review, Log, New York 2000, 
Perspecta, and Space. He is the author of Tectonic 
Acts of Desire and Doubt (Architectural Association, 
2012). His designs and installations have been 
exhibited in the Getty Center, Gwangju Design Bien-
nale, ICA, Künstlerhaus Stuttgart, and the Louisiana 
Museum.

HENRY SMITH-MILLER
Thesis Juror
Henry Smith-Miller is a partner in Smith-
Miller+Hawkinson Architects. The firm received 
numerous awards including a Progressive 
Architecture Design Award for Strategic Open Space: 
Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower 
Manhattan, an AIA New York Chapter Design Award 
for the Colorado Springs Academy District 20 K-12 
Project, and a National Academy of Design award for 
the New York Public Library Project. 
 
PETER WHEELWRIGHT
Thesis Advisor
Peter Wheelwright is an Associate Professor, full-time 
faculty member and was Chair of the former Depart-
ment of Architecture, Interior Design and Lighting 
(currently, The School of Constructed Environments) 
from 1998-2006. He is principal of PMW Architects. 
His work has been published in Progressive Architec-
ture, Architecture, Metropolitan Home, Metropolis, 
New York Times, Ottagono, Architectural Record, and 
the Journal of Architectural Education
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Student Contributors

NORA ALHASAN
A New York Native and first generation Iraqi 
American, Nora was born and raised on Staten 
Island.  She holds a Bachelor of Science from 
Wagner College in Business Administration with a 
concentration in Finance and a minor in Art. Her 
interest in architecture developed at an early age. 
Nora attended the Parsons M.Arch program and 
participated in the Design Workshop. Her project 
Double Negative earned a Thesis Award for Urban 
Engagement. She is currently working as an archi-
tectural designer for WXY Studio in New York. 

SLOANE BROWN
Sloane Brown is from Mammoth Lakes, a small ski 
town in the Eastern Sierra mountains of California, 
where she grew up with a love for architecture and 
design working alongside her mother in the interior 
design business. She received her undergradu-
ate degree in Art History, with an emphasis in 
Architecture and Environment, from the University 
of California, Santa Barbara. She plans to move 
forward with a career exploring the intersection of 
technology, architecture, and urban design. 

MICHAEL BROTHERTON 
Michael Brotherton is a designer with a pas-
sion for construction and fabrication. He holds a 
Bachelor of Science in Architectural Studies from 
Washington State University and has worked for 
design-build and traditional architectural firms 
in Phoenix and Seattle. While at Parsons he was 
involved in the 2010 Design Workshop and the 
2011 ICFF Metropolis Magazine Booth Design/
Fabrication and the traveling Shanghai Studio.  He 
was a TA in construction management for the 2011 
Design Workshop. 

PATRICK CORRIGAN
Patrick Corrigan was born in Boston Massachu-
setts. He Holds a Bachelor of Arts and Sciences in 
Rhetorical Criticism from Bates College in Lewiston 
Maine. He was one of four students selected from 
the Parsons Summer Intensive Architecture pro-
gram to join the Master of Architecture Fall 2011 
class. He particiated in the 2010 Design Workshop 
under David Lewis [LTL] and in the Shanghai 
Traveling Studio under Henry Smith-Miller [Smith-
Miller+Hawkinson]. He won second place in the AIA 
Queens Innovative Housing Competition.

OBINNA ELECHI
Obinna Elechi is an architectural designer currently 
working in New York City. He is originally from 
Nigeria and grew up in Holland and the United 
States. During his time in the M.Arch program at 
Parsons, The New School for Design, he worked 
as a designer and builder on the Empowerhouse 
project for the 2011 Solar Decathlon. He has 
recently contributed to CLOG magazine and Rural 
Studio’s 20K House as a designer and builder. His 
work has been published in Metropolis Magazine 
and included in the Museum of Modern Art’s Small 
Scale Big Change exhibition. 

VANESSA ESTRADA
Vanessa was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico. At an 
early age she developed an interest in drawing 
and painting. In 2008 she obtained a Bachelor in 
Environmental Design from the University of Puerto 
Rico. Her interests in the urban environment led her 
to travel and conduct research in Chicago and New 
York City. She further pursued her architectural stud-
ies by taking summer courses in Interior Design at 
Auburn University. During her years at Parsons, she 
worked on the Empowerhouse project for the 2011 
Solar Decathlon competition.

MELANIE HENDEL 
Melanie was born and raised in Los Angeles before 
studying at NYU where she earned a Bachelor in Arts 
and Sciences in Journalism. She was selected from 
the Parsons Summer Architecture Program to join 
the M.Arch class of 2011. She earned an Honorable 
Mention at the AIA Queens Innovative Housing 
Competition and earned the Thesis Representation 
Award for her project MoMA@. She has worked for 
Smith-Miller+Hawkinson and RAAD Studio doing 
exhibition and architectural design. She participated 
in the Solar Decathlon Competition.

JASON HUDSPETH 
Jason relocated to New York City from rural south-
west Missouri, where he continues to maintain a 
studio and a small herd of cattle on his family’s 
farm. Jason holds a Bachelor of Architecture and 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art from Drury University 
and a Master of Architecture degree from Parsons.  
During his graduate studies he participated in the 
Empowerhouse project for the 2011 Solar Decathlon 
Competition. Jason is also a designer at the New 
York architecture firm LEVENBETTS, and is concur-
rently Part-time faculty at Parsons.

YIGIT KALE
Yigit Kale was born in Ankara, Turkey. He Holds a BFA 
degree in Interior Architecture and Environmental 
Design from Bilkent University. He graduated with 
a Special Mention in Conceptual Rigor from the 
Master of Architecture Program at Parsons SCE in 
2011. During his time at Parsons, he participated 
in the Solar Decathlon Studio’s 2011 Competition 
entry, a housing design project in Jinja, Uganda, and 
the Shanghai Traveling Studio. Yigit Kale’s M.Arch 
Thesis, Industrial Xylem, was awarded 2nd prize in 
the Kolner Design Preis International 2011.

MARILINE LAENEN
Mariline Laenen was born in Antwerp, Belgium. She 
earned a Bachelor in Interior Architecture at the 
Henry van de Velde Institute in Belgium. Upon gradu-
ating, she moved to New York where she began her 
studies in architecture at Parsons, The New School 
for Design. Her work focuses on how architecture 
affects people of different backgrounds and environ-
ments.  Her work has been archived by the Parsons 
School of Design. In 2010 she was awarded second 
prize in the AIA Queens Student Innovative Housing 
Competition.

JOHN LOERCHER
John is an American architect, urbanist and 
former Design Workshop Summer Instructor at 
Parsons The New School for Design. Loercher 
studied at the University at Buffalo in Buffalo, 
NY, Cite Universite in Paris, France and Parsons 
The New School for Design in New York, NY. He 
is the 2011 recipient of the AIA Henry Adams 
Metal which is awarded to the top-ranking 
graduating student in each architecture pro-
gram accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board. His work has been archived 
by Parsons.

BRADLEY LOEW 
Bradley grew up in East Meadow, NY. His love for 
building and design was encouraged at an early 
age by his father who owns a fabrication plant 
in New Jersey. Bradley attended the Wentworth 
Institute of Technology for a Bachelor in Archi-
tectural Engineering. He worked for Pelli Clarke 
as a designer and model maker before entering 
the Parsons Master of Architecture program. He 
participated in the Design|Build project under 
David Lewis [LTL] and the Shanghai Travel-
ing Studio under Henry Smith-Miller [Smith-
Miller+Hawksinson].

ADABELGY LONDONO
Adabelgy graduated with a Master of Architec-
ture from Parsons The New School for Design. 
She attended the University of Florida for her 
Bachelor in Arts and Sciences in Architecture. 
She traveled to Hong Kong and Italy through 
study abroad programs that focused on the 
architectural and structural design of local 
buildings. 

FELICIA NITU
Felicia was born in Romania and grew up 
pursing the art of gymnastics. She attended 
Titu Maiorescu, earning a Bachelor of Arts and 
Sciences in Organizational Psychology. She 
moved to Los Angeles to attend the Art Institute 
for Interior Design and continued her Interior 
Design education at the Art Institute in Seattle. 
She entered the Parsons Master of Architecture 
program in 2008 and particpated in the Solar 
Decathlon 2011 Competition and the Shanghai 
Traveling Studio under Henry Smith-Miller.

PAUL SCHROECKENSTEIN
Paul attended the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, where he earned a BA in Early Mod-
ern European History in 2003.  Subsequently 
he earned his MA in Italian Renaissance History 
at the University of Connecticut, graduating 
in 2005.  Since coming to Parsons The New 
School for Design in 2008, he has particpated 
in the Integrated Studio, Design Workshop, and 
the Traveling Studio Shanghai.  He has also 
worked as a Teacher’s Assistant for Structures I 
& II and History of World Architecture.

STEPHEN SCRIBNER
Steve Scribner grew up in rural Maine and has 
been making and building as long as he can re-
member. After earning a BA in Physics at Wesleyan 
University in 2002 he moved to Colorado where he 
worked for architects and contractors for 5 years. 
In 2006 he bought a house in the mountains near 
Telluride and spent the next two years renovating 
it and working part-time. Since arriving at Parsons 
in 2008 he has been part of the Integrated Studio, 
Shanghai traveling studio, and project manager for 
the Parsons Solar Decathlon competition team.

SIENA SHAW
Before her time at Parsons, Siena earned a 
Bachelor of Environmental Design at the University 
of Colorado, Boulder. Siena spent the summer of 
2004 in Kenya designing and building an addition 
to an orphanage and she has also volunteered at 
the Majora Carter Group in the South Bronx, NY. 
At Parsons, Siena participated in the Design Work-
shop and the Solar Decathlon. She was elected 
Student Council representative and also acted as a 
Teacher’s Assistant. She has also worked for RKD 
Architects as an Intern for three years. 

STEVEN SZE 
Steven was born and raised in Worthington, Ohio 
and received his Bachelor of Science in Architec-
ture with a Minor in Photography at The Ohio State 
University. While attending Parsons The New School 
for Design, he participated in the 2010 Design 
Workshop under David Lewis [LTL Architects]. 
He also participated in the Shanghai Traveling 
Studio taught by Henry Smith-Miller [Smith-
Miller+Hawkinson] where studio work took place in 
Shanghai and at Parsons.
  
KIMBERLY TATE
Kimberly was born on a Filippine Visayan island and 
raised in a suburb of St. Louis, MO. She entered 
Parsons with a background in fine art. During her 
time at the SCE, she was awarded the AIA Center 
for Architecture Design Scholarship (2010), partici-
pated in the Design Workshop and in 2011 traveled 
to Lagos for the Lagos Traveling Studio. She also 
worked as a designer and builder on the Empow-
erhouse project for the 2011 Solar Decathlon 
Competition. Since the competition, Kimberly has 
been working on the second phase of the project, 
designing the second floor and its duplex addition. 

AMANDA WAAL
Amanda grew up in the Los Angeles suburb of 
Valencia, CA.  After earning a BA in English Literature 
from the University of California at San Diego, she 
worked as a dancer/choreographer and costume/
set designer.  During her time at Parsons she 
participated in the Shanghai traveling studio, was a 
member of the Solar Decathlon design-build team 
and spent a summer in Uganda with four fellow 
students designing homes for a women’s group in 
Jinja.

EVAN WOLFF
Evan Wolff attended The Ohio State University for 
his undergraduate education in Architecture. He 
graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Architecture. 
After being accepted to Parsons with Advanced 
Standing in the Master of Architecture program, 
he participated in the Design Workshop program 
under David Lewis [LTL] as well as the Shanghai 
Traveling Studio taught by Henry Smith-Miller [Smith-
Miller+Hawkinson]. He was also part of the work 
study program; acting as a technician in the SCE 
shop.
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Lo Cal 
The Thesis Studio at the School of 
Constructed Environments at Parsons is 
the culminating studio in the Master of 
Architecture program. In this studio students 
initiate projects that engage significant 
contemporary social, environmental and 
urban issues in the field of architecture. In 
recent years, the close combination of urban 
and environmental issues have been more 
prevalent in thesis projects as the students, 
faculty and the profession have positioned 
these concerns front and center as core 
issues in the field. Coupling these urban 
and environmental trajectories, with a focus 
on social issues, all the while maintaining 
the engagement with larger architectural 
ambitions and with embedded logics and 
pragmatics of building, the thesis studio 
addresses contemporary urban architecture 
within specific locales.

The idea of the locale within which one 
strategically situates an architectural thesis is 
the core tenet of what is known as the Lo Cal 
Thesis or Lo Cal City. Lo Cal City represents 
a new way of looking at architecture and 
cities. Lo Cal City is infra- and extra- and 
operates in varying degrees – from the 
micro-focused to the macro-dispersed. Lo 
Cal City uncovers what is deeply present in 
a place, often under utilized and ultimately 
useful for the making or re-making of urban 
agendas and the urban buildings that 
reinforce them. This approach to place-
making not only reveals what is glaringly 
present and often forgotten but locates the 
particularity of place as an aggressive act 
designed to radically reformulate urban and 
architectural form. Lo Cal City is local and 
focused on particular locales. Lo Cal City 
is low calorie (or lo-cal) in that it seeks out 
urban and architectural methodologies that 
are efficient in their use of resources. And 

finally, Lo Cal City embodies the social and 
sustainable mission of the M.Arch program 
at Parsons and the New School. The thesis 
students’ projects evidence this commitment 
to these issues and to architecture as they 
look at certain urban conditions that may 
be under-formulated, distressed or simply 
hiding in plain site. In the pages of this book, 
the 2011 thesis students sites and programs 
are presented, listed and cross referenced 
with the students own words about their 
locales. Additionally, the collective analysis 
of the core patterns and morphologies of the 
respective cities and architectures peculiar 
to this class are presented as methods of 
defining a lo cal locale. 

The Lo Cal City for the 2011 Parsons 
Master of Architecture Thesis Studio was 
the city of Albany, the capitol of New 
York State, and a locale in dire need of 
a close examination of its strong urban 
opportunities.  This city’s crumbling 
infrastructure, distressed neighborhoods, 
divisive mid-20th Century planning in the 
context of a strong architectural history (see 
Olmsted, Richardson, Harrison), a dominating 
government presence, its advantageous 
position relative to transportation, and its 
proximity to a wealthy suburban ring and the 
Hudson River position this locale as a Lo Cal 
City.  Albany can embody the smart logics of 
planning and the efficient use of its resources 
with considered study of its strengths (and a 
municipal will to reconfiogure its urbanism 
as evidenced in the city’s initiation of a 
comprehensive plan).

Along with Albany, a group of students 
also located their projects in New York City 
and one student used the city of Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia as the locale for her thesis 
investigation.  These three locales presented 
rich backdrops for investigation in that each 
were involved in urban actions to which 
the students could respond in formulating 

their approaches. Albany is in the midst of a 
systems based comprehensive plan (driven 
by the director of City Planning to whom 
the students presented their work along the 
way). This plan incorporates new thinking 
and categories around urban ecosystems and 
mobility rather than traditional paradigms of 
land use and transportation planning. New 
York City has adopted its Plan NYC 2030 and 
Phnom Penh is considering how to protect its 
almost completely eradicated cultural legacy 
as the city booms with new development.

In Albany, dwindling populations, 
disappearing block structures and decaying 
infrastructures provided fertile ground for 
architectural propositions that envision new 
sustainable urban methods and against 
which students created urban buildings. 
And since the mandate of the thesis studio 
is to achieve high degrees of resolution 
in the projects, these proposals, although 
often speculative and experimental, contain 
urban building and systemic logics that 
will be useful to Albany as they posit their 
future of urban and architectural design and 
sustainable infrastructures in and beyond 
their comprehensive plan.

DAVID LEVEN 
Director Of Graduate Architecture
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Raw
Fall 2010

A thesis (literally: ‘position’ from the Greek) is an intellectual proposition.
n. pl. the·ses (-sez) 
1. A proposition that is maintained by argument.
2. A dissertation advancing an original point of view as a result of research, especially as a 
    requirement for an academic degree.
3. A hypothetical proposition, especially one put forth without proof.

thesis BRIEF
The Fall semester begins with students developing the raw materials for their thesis project. They 
are given the task of writing their own studio brief for the project that they will design in the Spring.

One of the most important tasks is to identify a clear problem, issue and/or area of interest. Each 
student needs to become an advocate of something, take a position and know who their constitu-
ents are and/or who is their “client”. Whether, the proposal begins as a more micro study (e.g., 
a building type or technology) vs a more macro study (e.g., an urban or public landscape condi-
tion), the thesis needs to both ‘zoom in’ and ‘zoom out’ in order to understand both the local and 
broader implications of the proposal.

Students are asked to define their problem, issue and/or area of interest with a series of state-
ments, questions, critiques and propositions. The criteria for determining a thesis proposal is the 
same criteria for evaluating the process/project.  In other words, does the thesis project address 
the stated problem?  This is an ongoing question demanding a responsive process where stu-
dents constantly refine their problem, argument and their proposition.

Understanding the project in relation to other current or historical projects of similar type, scale, 
place, etc is critical as a way of evaluating the work within the larger discourse of urbanism and 
architecture. To this end, precedent studies and analysis occur at relevant times during the re-
search and design process.

A successful thesis topic is direct and concise and therefore, a thesis project should be focused 
in its scope.  But it also will have larger implications as part of a broader discourse that looks at 
systems, types and technology. Students are encouraged to identify and develop architectural 
propositions that intersect with politics, social issues, history, theory, representation, building 
technology, and/or culture at large. The ultimate objective is a specific architectural proposition 
that demonstrates through it’s own design vocabulary the socio-cultural matrix within which it 
operates.

thesis BOOK 
Throughout the semester students make things that are included and documented in their thesis 
book. As a communicative tool for their thesis proposition, students are encouraged to be creative 
and strategic about their representations and to document their process as well as their final pro-
posals. The thesis book is not a collection of found research, documentation and readings, but a 
book of each students’ own drawings, models, photographs, program breakdown, data collection 
and studies.  The book can be informal or formal, but it must be carefully considered and graphi-
cally/visually clear and compelling. 

Material
Spring 2011

thesis STUDIO
The Spring semester takes the research and project brief from the Fall and tests these ideas in 
the design of a building project. Students are encouraged to continue their research and make 
changes and modifications to their argument as their project develops.
 

thesis LOCALE
Each year the thesis faculty choose a series of sites or locale for the thesis studio. This year, the 
MArch thesis students were given the unique opportunity to work on a locale based site in the city 
of Albany, NY. Working in parallel with Brian McGrath’s Theory of Urban Form Seminar, students 
identified major issues of urbanism and developed the analytical and representational framework 
for determining their individual proposed site and program.

The goal of this locale-based thesis is to look at Albany as a case study for distressed urban 
conditions (in evidence in this city’s dwindling population and in its various decaying conditions) 
and propose infrastructures and/or architectural propositions that project new sustainable urban 
methodologies.

Students may also propose an alternate site or locale.  This year, five students sited their projects 
in Manhattan and one chose Phnom Penh.

thesis SITE + PROGRAM
Choosing a site and a program is important to the thesis, but a successful thesis project is not 
determined by the perfect choice of site or program alone. Rather, a successful thesis may choose 
to use the specifics of a given site, program and/or technology to address an intrinsic problem; 
or, alternatively, use them as proto-typical of a broader set of sites and issues. With that said, 
students work closely with faculty to identify an appropriate site and program for each individual 
area of interest.

thesis DESIGN PROPOSAL
The specific content and format of the Design Proposal Presentation is discussed with each stu-
dent and tailored to their specific thesis topic. The minumum requirements for the thesis Final 
Presentation Document includes the following: Title of Project, Thesis Statement, Site Selection: 
Documentation / Analysis / Research, Program Selection: Breakdown / Analysis / Research, Prec-
edent Analysis / Studies, Building Proposal in both the Urban Context and Architectural Scale, 
Building and Site Vignettes, Building Technology Systems, Sustainable and Environmental Sys-
tems and an Annotated Bibliography of Selected Readings.

STELLA BETTS
      Thesis Coordinator
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Sixtus V Goes Lo Cal 
 “What I suspect is the memory of past and anticipation of future events 
work together, so that in a real sense the specious present as held in 
consciousness at any time is a pattern of thought woven instantaneously 
from the threads of memories, perceptions, and anticipations.” 

Carl L. Becker, “The Heavenly City of the Eighteenth-Century Philosophers”
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Empire cities are a tough act to follow. In 
1585, Sixtus V was crowned pope of the 
Catholic Church and keeper of Vatican City. 
Staring from his balcony on Saint Peters 
church his holy empire was located at the 
edge of the City of Rome. At this time, the 
once “caput mundi” or capital of the ancient 
Roman Empire that housed over a 1,000,000 
residents and commanded a global urban 
landscape had evolved into a vine covered 
stone ruin housing less than 50,000 people. 
A thousand years earlier it was a vast 
megacity. Sixtus V inherited a poor church 
that was inaccessible and separated from 
its wealthy patrons in Northern Europe by an 
impoverished region and a decaying obsolete 
set of roads and public spaces. The Rome of 
Sixtus V, like the older cities administered by 
many contemporary mayors today in America 
and Europe, was seen from the outside as 
an isolated island, a piece of an older more 
glorious time far gone.

Sixtus V, like this hardy band of architecture 
graduate thesis students, found himself 
amid the ruins of bygone empires where the 
anticipation of a more hopeful future seemed 
remote. These students, though they worked 
in different locations, discovered common 
threads. In each city, Albany, New York; New 
York City; and Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 
can be found a present framed by tough 
memories and hesitancy about the future. 

What is our future after being an empire city?  
The answer that Sixtus V and these intrepid 
design pioneers learned is that a city is not 
just one history of empire and collapse, but 
a composite of many maps, cartographies 
and terrains that reflect multiple memories 
and anticipations of the future. The key to 
city vital is that the residents keep generating 
new projections about the constructed 
environment that set civic relationships and 
set the urban scale.

How is this done?

While reviewing these projects on my 
computer, I unfolded a view of Sixtus V’s 
plan for Rome and pinned it to my office 
wall.  Next to my computer I made a sketch 
on a sheet of paper, drawing out the various 
common design threads. 

Any design proposal has to be big in scale. 
Big is not necessarily larger, more massive 
or louder.  Big attracts the attention of many 
and reaches across civic terrains to other 
places and memories. This is accomplished 
through a set of parallel design tactics 
resulting in an architectural proposal that 
operates at four scales:

It is a piece of sculpture that reflects the 
“body politic”, that is the body of residents 
in a supportive relationship to the large 
community. Its shape is a platform projecting 
the terms of the locale’s normative ways of 
community engagement.  

It is a neighborhood building block. The 
architectural proposition is more than an 
addition or subtraction of the city’s “figure 
ground” pattern.  Rather, it is a three 
dimensional representation of the physical, 
social, economic and ecological materials 
that have defined the neighborhood terrain, 
or might direct towards a future cultural 
urban landscape. In others words, the 
architecture demonstrates how a particular 
block in the city is part of the larger set of 
building blocks.

It is part urban infrastructure. A constructed 
environment or building is like a tree. By 
itself it is productive object, creating oxygen, 
managing rain flow, providing shade, and 
marking time. A tree is also a key part of 
the city’s urban forest, which defines the 
ecological stability of the whole urban 
landscape, capturing storm runoff, reducing 
summer heat, reducing air pollution and 
creating an urban signature of a healthy city.

Finally it is key to connect the region to a 
global network. No building stands alone. 
Each is the result of a supply chain of 
materials and people who have arrived at a 
certain time and place, have diverted their 
human and financial capital to assemble 
dreams and products into a building, public 
space, an institution or landscape as a 
means to link into the regional economic, 

social and environmental framework that 
uplinks into global systems. Each building is 
a bridge between the local and global. 

At the end of the day, this collection of 
projects is a beautiful set of public additions. 
Each is a pivotal point of departure for a 
new history as well as a way of reaching 
across the open spaces of their sites, towns 
and planet, forming a different connected 
“empire city”. The students’ projects pose a 
different plan than the managed land use 
and grid of the past empire. They propose, 
in their architectural investigations and 
projections, a different set of reference points 
and ways in which to engage each other 
and those outside. Sixtus V’s plan used a 
series of new and renovated public points 
in the city linked by a radically different 
line of movement across the ancient city.  
He reoriented Rome’s vast stone urban 
landscape towards a structure for a different 
future -- a city not entrenched in the loss 
of empire, but a new urban ecology.  He 
redirected the vast resources of the existing 
buildings, and material ruins towards a future 
not quite defined -- towards a future of hope 
in its assets that can be offered to others to 
learn and be reinvigorated about their own 
home.

After looking at these projects individually 
and collectively, you will never see Albany, 
New York or Phnom Phen in the same way. 
Because they aligned unfamiliar urban places 
and bound them together, each designer 
and project had to struggle with the vivid 
reality of their similarities and differences.  
In the end, they intuitively began to find 
links and divergent paths. Whether the cities 
decide to travel the paths that the students 
have proposed, only time will tell. I am sure 
that each student now understands “local 
architecture” from a fundamentally different 
perspective. They know that without the inter-
dependent ideas that their theses collectively 
embody, a city has no hope of prosperity 
much less empire.
 

WILLIAM R. MORRISH
Dean 

School Of Constructed Environments

Sixtus V’s plan of Rome

October  9,  2011

DRAFT Work on this

LoCal Empire Tesis



Thesis
The temptation, when writing about a set of 
student projects like ones produced in the 
2011 Master of Architecture Thesis Studio 
at Parsons, is to seek common themes, 
and to try and discern what this student 
work, viewed collectively, tells us about the 
issues and the challenges that preoccupy 
young architects right now. But most of the 
things that these theses have in common, 
while admirable—a commitment to urban 
regeneration, to sustainability, and to equality 
of opportunity, as well as to infrastructure 
rebuilding, and to preservation and adaptive 
re-use—aren’t in themselves unusual. In fact, 
I think it’s fair to say that these are priorities 
for much of the current generation of young 
architects, which has a welcome interest 
in finding a point of intersection between 
architecture and social responsibility. 

This bodes well for the future of the 
profession, but so far as these projects 
are concerned, it may be more useful to 
look at them on their own terms as pieces 
of architecture, and to see exactly how 
these students have demonstrated their 
commitment to the urban future, and what 
role they envision design as playing in the 
improved world that they want to bring into 
being. The specifics of their projects, then, 
are what we can learn from. 

Here, too, there is much to be encouraged 
by. “Double Negative,” by Nora Alhasan, 
a project for a round convention center to 
be placed in the middle of a vast circular 
intersection of two interstate highways in 
Albany, skillfully uses a perennially difficult, 
anti-urban building type, the convention 
center, as a way of mitigating the impact 
of a perennially difficult, anti-urban piece 

of infrastructure. Suddenly the convention 
center becomes not an urban design 
problem, but an urban design solution. The 
architecture of the building makes good use 
of the round site to avoid the long, straight 
lines of most convention centers, while still 
accommodating all of a generous program. 
And the huge, somewhat industrial form 
of the building, if not elegant, stands up to 
the large scale and brutal toughness of the 
elevated interchange. 

This project is particularly notable for 
turning to its advantage the kind of site that 
is generally considered beyond salvation. 
As original in an entirely different way is 
“Uniform Exchange,” by Jason Hudspeth, 
which invents an entirely new architectural 
program, the notion of an urban campus 
as a satellite of the United States Military 
Academy at West Point, and places it in a 
highly valued site, on a pier beside the new 
High Line park in the trendy Meatpacking 
District of Manhattan. Here, the intention 
is to use new architecture as an urban 
intervention, symbolizing the arrival of 
what would be, in effect, a new culture in 
Manhattan, and positioning a set of new 
buildings in deliberate contrast to the 
Manhattan grid. Architecture becomes not a 
symbol of order, as it so often is in military 
settings, but an announcement of West 
Point’s willingness to integrate itself more 
fully into mainstream culture.   

Intervention is also the driving idea behind 
“Cntrl_Shft,” by Amanda Waal, which 
fragments an Albany police station into 
small units scattered through a residential 
neighborhood, in this case interpreting 
intervention as geographical more than 
architectural; and “Nano Networks,” Sloane 
Brown’s project to re-purpose a dull, 

mid-century office building on the campus 
of New York State government buildings 
in Albany as a technological center. Here, 
angled additions slice into the flat, orthogonal 
form of the older building, bringing to it a 
kind of crisp, modernist energy. 

It is clear that the diagonal retains its 
aesthetic power as a symbol of intervention, 
and of the new. Or is it more accurate to say 
that for these young architects, the diagonal 
has regained the power that it had for 
modern architects in the nineteen sixties and 
seventies? Several of these thesis projects, 
from “Phase Change” by John Loercher, an 
investigation into the possibilities of flexible 
housing inserted into traditional brownstone 
blocks, to “Re:Source Albany,” by Stephen 
Scribner, a recycling and waste management 
center that occupies a hillside site in Albany 
and serves as a connection between the 
neighborhoods above and below, have both 
plans and massing that are heavily reliant 
on angled lines and shapes. And even so 
different a project as “Industrial Xylem,” by 
Yigit Kale, which re-uses old factories along 
the Albany riverfront as a new center to 
revive the lumber industry and wood crafts 
in Albany, places diagonal interventions 
within the old building’s gridded structural 
frame. And a new façade of wood, one of 
the most elegant architectural elements 
in any of these projects, used as a screen 
around the old building, has openings set in 
a diagonal pattern against the orthogonal 
form. Perhaps only Melanie Hendel’s 
“MoMA @lbany,” a proposal to re-purpose 
industrial buildings into a combination 
branch museum and manufacturing and 
sales center for The Museum of Modern Art, 
avoids diagonals altogether, probably an 
appropriate acknowledgment of MoMA’s own 
International Style architectural history. But 
Mariline Laenen, in “Halfway,” an inventive 

new program that combines a halfway house 
with a public library that would serve as both 
common space and training center for the 
residents, uses diagonal massing as one 
device to express the architectural distinction 
between the two programmatic elements.      

Any discussion of the formal proclivities of 
these projects would be incomplete without 
a reference to “UrbANXIETY,” by Michael 
Brotherton, a kind of high-rise therapy 
structure intended to house a program for 
using unusual architectural spaces as a 
means of treating urban anxieties; or “Village 
Skyscraper,” by Felicia Nitu, which attempts 
to follow in the tradition of Le Corbusier’s 
Unite d’Habitation by giving a high-rise urban 
building many of the elements of a small-
scale village, including shopping streets 
and public spaces in the sky. In both of 
these projects, diagonal lines play a role in 
defining the profile, although in “UrbANXIETY” 
they are resolved as part of a complete, if 
highly assertive and potentially problematic, 
modernist composition, whereas in “Village 
Skyscraper” there is more of a sense of 
elements simply having been stacked. 

“Future Landmarks,” by Patrick Corrigan, 
addresses architectural form more directly 
than any of the other thesis projects in this 
book; indeed, in this case architectural form 
almost is the program. The stated program 
here is a new building to house the New York 
City Landmarks Preservation Commission 
on a site between a landmark nineteenth 
century façade and a high, windowless 
tower built in the nineteen sixties to house 
telephone equipment. But the de facto 
program is to mediate aesthetically between 
these entirely different buildings, and in so 
doing offer lessons in both scale and style, 
lessons intended to serve as a symbol to 
the historic preservation movement of the 

potential of resolving stylistic conflict without 
resorting to nostalgia and replication. On a 
deeper level, the project, with its aspirations 
of using new design to offer a highly site-
specific and fresh answer to an old and 
ongoing problem, can be seen as a kind of 
metaphor for the complex urban condition. 

But so, too, can almost all of these thesis 
projects, either taken by themselves or, even 
more convincingly, all together.    

PAUL GOLDBERGER
Thesis Advisor
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Architecture’s 
Blind Spots
About half way through his great film on the 
modern redevelopment of Paris, Two Or Three 
Things I Know About Her (1967), Jean-Luc 
Godard questions the very techniques he is 
using to capture such a vast and ambitious 
subject within the limits of cinema. In a 
conspiratorial voice over he whispers as 
we watch banal scenes of the daily life of a 
“typical’ woman intercut with documentary 
shots of the city under construction: “Am I 
watching from too close or from too far?” 
The cinematic close-up, ethnographic 
participant observation, the conspirator’s 
detail obsession and the journalist’s 
nose to the ground reportage – all are in 
contrast to the broad panoramic content 
of the film, its monumental cinemascope 
photography, the erudition of its intellectual 
source material, and the comprehensive 
political understanding that the film conveys. 
Godard’s tool is to montage amplified sounds 
over monumental cinemascope images 
projected on a screen in order to publically 
convey the grand social mutation of de 
Gaulle’s France. 

A Master of Architecture student 
acquiring professional competency in the 
comprehensive design of a complex urban 
building requires both close-up detail 
obsession, and also broad-based thesis 
questions addressing the critical issues 
of contemporary global society today. 
This discussion, fundamental to Lo-Cal 
City began forcefully in a collaborative 
seminar the students participated in the 
Fall Semester before their thesis work. In 
Theory of Urban Form, the contrasting scales 
of building and society are brought together 

by considering the impact an individual 
building has in reforming and reimagining 
the city, and ultimately defining the city’s 
metabolism.  In the seminar, students led 
reading discussions, moderated important 
debates with outside experts such as 
William MacDonald, David Grahame Shane, 
Paolo Vigano, Albert Pope, Teddy Cruz, 
Kelly Shannon and Bruno De Muelder, and 
considered architecture not as conforming 
to the existing contexts of cities, but 
buildings as catalysts for positive social and 
environmental change.
 
In this preparatory seminar and in the work 
of the thesis, like Godard, the students 
continually asked themselves at what scale 
do we need to be looking at the wide set 
of issues related to urban life, and like a 
sophisticated movie camera, they zoomed in 
and out from detail to city in our cross-cutting 
discussions and mappings. 

In addition to this question of looking too 
close or too far, the three sites and twenty-
one thesis projects raise the question of 
architecture and urban change – are we 
moving too fast or too slow? This is the 
question of urban metabolism that has 
become the defining one for the 21st 
century, and drives the desire to experiment 
in multiple contrasting ways how to create 
the lo-cal city. Too fast, too slow, too close, 
too far, these serve as subject headings to 
frame the projects of the Parsons Graduate 
Architecture theses from 2011. It is the 
consistent questioning and repositioning of 
these projects in heated yet collegial debates 
that are brought together as a montage of 
contrasts in this monograph.

BRIAN McGRATH
Thesis Advisor
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Too Close
The large, coarse grain, urban scale mapping 
that informed much of the discussions from 
the fall became vital for the development of 
thesis projects for Yigit Kale, Steve Scribner, 
Amanda Waal, Sloane Browne, and Melanie 
Hendel, all located in Albany. Their work 
collectively demonstrated that to design only 
at the building scale is always looking too 
close. Whether looking at a site as a node 
and nexus of the transformation of natural 
resources, such as wood, to the recycling of 
waste, policing a depopulated and poor city, 
networking new productive technologies, or 
connecting Albany to cultural production in 
New York City, all five students never settled 
in to only looking at a building bounded by 
property lines or an immediate context. As 
a result, their projects channel flows, near 
and far, and find the resolution of their broad 
thesis questions at the intersection of the 
near and far. 

Too Far 
Social transformation can seem too distant, 
either as taking place far away in another 
place, or also by occurring in an unknown 
future time. For Patrick Corrigan, Jason Hud-
speth, Adabelgy Londono, Siena Shaw and 
Kimberly Tate, social change in architecture 
is the materialization of the here and now, 
in questions of what is preserved and what 
is removed, the materials in which we build, 
the institutions we transform, and even the 
uniforms we wear. Whether in Albany, New 
York or Phnom Penh, these students built de-
signs around questions that were continually 
measured through precise material expres-
sions that engaged the relationship between 
existing and new. Their theses lay in the 
contrast between a found artifact and a new 
architectural addition or subtraction.

Too Slow 
While the rhetoric for “shrinking cities” and 
“landscape urbanism” has argued for a kind 
of return to the slow time scales of nature for 
hollowed out American cities, such as Albany. 
For Nora Alhasan, John Loercher, Bradley 
Loew, Paul Schroeckenstein, Steven Sze 
and Evan Wolff, Albany was not a dead city 
in need of landscaped solutions, but a high 
speed and mobile regional network linked by 
highways. These projects demonstrate the 
ability to lasso the energy of the commuters 
and passers-by of the Capital Region through 
new urban programs that have the potential 
to change the direction of a city they see as 
moving too slowly.

Too Fast
While Manhattan and Albany may have 
extremely contrasting urban forms and 
densities, the speed of contemporary life 
challenges human wellbeing, whether in 
the hyper dense context of Manhattan or in 
the hollowed out blocks of Albany. Obinna 
Elechi, Vanessa Estrada and Mariline Laenen 
in Albany as well as Michael Brotherton and 
Felicia Nitu in Manhattan create new slow 
eddies for psychological rehabilitation and 
social therapy by breaking the isolation of 
the property line parti-wall of the Albany row 
house fabric, or the horizontal stratification of 
the Manhattan high-rise. 

The Metacity
In the seminar, Theory of Urban Form, we 
found the metabolism of the architecture 
of the traditional city too slow and the star 
turn of metropolitan architecture consuming 
natural resources too fast. We found the 
megacity creates an architecture that is 
looking too close at immediate needs for 
survival, but in the sprawling megalopolis 
everything is too far.  All these conditions of 
critique were brought to the radically diverse 
localities of Albany, Manhattan and Phnom 
Penh. None of the projects relinquished our 
restlessness in continuingly asking ourselves 
if we were looking too far, too close, too slow 
or too fast. The result is a new low calorie 
urban metabolism suggested by these thesis 
projects, which constitute what we call the 
metacity. 

Achieving a lo-cal metacity is the goal of 
this group of thesis students. This theme 
resonated in time, as New York and the world 
continued to struggle with the precarious 
aftermath of the financial crises of 2008. The 
burst of the real-estate bubble has resulted 
in considerable belt-tightening, especially at 
the local level of daily life. A “low cal” diet 
implies a constant measuring and evaluation 
of the content of everything you eat based 
on the balance of caloric intake with physical 
exercise. Such accounting could be seen 
in the thesis studio, as many projects took 
on the challenges of economy, efficiency, 
frugality and sufficiency. None of these 
projects ignored the reality of Albany - an 
American city in deep distress and little 
resources or Phnom Penh - an Asian city 
where a non-government organization seeks 
to transform the direction of urbanization 
through cultural production. Each project, 
in a unique way, produced the most using 
the least means that could be imagined. 
These projects, lean, agile and modest, take 
on enormous issues such as violent crime, 
illiteracy, homelessness, poverty and public 
health. This was not a result of a thesis class 
ruthlessly in competition to produce the 
best star turning architecture, but a highly 
networked collaborative process of team 
teaching and mutual support.  



Thesis Matters...
Thesis students come and go, but thesis 
matters, as they inevitably will, remain 
unabated. LoCal City is no different in this 
regard.

Having worked on thesis matters with 
graduate architecture students for many 
years, I should like to make a few points 
about thesis, theses...The Thesis.

Although it is true, in a procedural sense, that 
the Thesis Studio is the ‘culminating’ studio 
in a Master of Architecture program, it is 
also true, in a more significant sense, that it 
marks a ‘beginning.’
LoCal City is no different in this regard.

It marks the initiatory phase in a student’s 
turn away from the tentative,...away from the 
cautious expression of the timid hypothesis. 
It is the end of the bracketed qualifier: the 
parenthesis, most often added to mask 
uncertainty. And it is the advent of a kind 
of epenthesis into the collective language 
of architectural thought – an insertion of 
personal conviction about the social polity 
and the designed environment.
LoCal City is no different in this regard.

The conventional idea of the thesis studio 
as the synthesis of a graduate architect’s 
education seems to be founded on a 

hackneyed account of G.W. Hegel’s dialectic, 
an account that is modeled in the process of 
the thesis year itself. Specifically, a Thesis is 
proposed by the student (e.g., “I believe that 
one relationship of architecture to the city 
could be...”), the faculty then provide critical 
Antithesis (e.g., “We suggest that relationship 
of architecture to the city might be 
instead,...”), and at last, the Synthesis (e.g., 
“Accordingly, I declare that one relationship 
of architecture to the city should be...”). 
This evolution from diffident speculation 
to manifesto is characteristic of the thesis 
studio. And it is a good thing. But, its value 
lies less in the manifesto than the manner in 
which it is declared.
LoCal City is no different in this regard.

I am not referring to issues of representation, 
although the graphic  expressions in LoCal 
City are intelligent and forceful. Nor am I 
referring to textual competence, although 
the expressions of ideas in LoCal City are 
thoughtful and articulate. Indeed, all has 
come together as they should in these final 
projects that propose, in their differing 
locales, an urban alchemic metathesis: a 
rearrangement of architectural relationships 
within and to the city. However, what I 
am referring to is something else. If the 
architectural program, as given – with its 
functional dictates, square footages, and 
site imperatives – is most significantly a 
representation of a social formation, then to 
generate one’s own architectural program (as 

thesis students do in this last design studio) 
is to tip one’s hand about what matters. It 
is to take a last stand. That is,...it is to stand 
alone, at the end of formal study, and tell 
one’s own story about what kind of world we 
want to live in, and what architecture can and 
can not do about it. 

And so, to ‘culminations’ and ‘beginnings.’ 
Thesis matters because architecture matters. 
And architecture matters (in the final 
nominative sense, and pace Kierkegaard – 
thorn in Hegel’s philosophical side) can only 
be understood backwards, even as they must 
be lived forwards.

LoCal City is different in this regard...In its 
collective ‘low cal’ stance, straddling three 
cities, it exemplifies better than most the 
meta-thesis that, going forward, we are all in 
it together.

PETER M. WHEELWRIGHT
Thesis Advisor
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Questioning The Institution

The Museum (MoMA@ Albany, Melanie 
Hendel). What are the roles of the exhibition 
and the production of art in the digital age? 
How is that identity anxiety and negotiation 
manifested in a museum’s organization, 
image, and implementation.

The City Bureaucracy (Future Landmarks, 
Partick Corrigan). The building façade 
serves as a metaphor for the arbitrary and 
arcane process /criteria utilized by the NYC 
Landmarks Commission for listing, protecting 
its historic buildings.  The project isolates the 
façade as the rarified object that mediates 
context and agendas in the city.

The Police Station (Ctrl_Shift, Amanda Wall). 
In fracturing the image and the compound 
of a police precinct present in a high 
crime neighborhood, human interaction is 
encouraged between parties.

The Clinic (pH: West Hill, Obinna Elechi). A 
neighborhood healthcare interface that forms 
the core of a recreational park to establish 
preventative care as a local and obtainable 
resource for an impoverished neighborhood.

The Military (Uniform Exchange, Jason 
Hudspeth). The urban military campus as 
metaphor for the identity games of the 
armed services and its internal operational 
policies.

The Prison (Halfway, Mariline Laenen). The 
reintroduction and rehabilitation of former 
addicts and criminals through a half-way 
house at a local branch library.

The Asylum (urbANXIETY, Michael 
Brotherton). Urban anxieties and the process 
of mediation in housing and controlled 
exposure to the stimulus. 

The School (Educology, Siena Shaw). 
The educational value in revitalizing and 
reimagining possibilities in an outdated 
school facility for a community that faces the 
pressures of displacement by gentrification.

The Orphanage (Growth Home, Vanessa 
Estrada).  A boarding school for children 
removed from abusive homes to provide a 
sheltered community for healthy physical and 
emotional growth.

REID FREEMAN
Thesis Advisor

Activist Thesis
My role as a secondary thesis critic this year 
provided enough distance from specific and 
incremental developments of the individual 
students’ projects and a more equal exposure 
to the work throughout the semester. This 
has enabled me to see beyond the stated 
objectives of “LoCal” studio in Albany, 
Manhattan and Phnom Penh, and see more 
specific patterns that I observed emerging 
from the student projects. 

This year’s students were intent on 
interrogating the validity of a basic core set of 
social contracts between local governmental 
institutions and their constituencies as 
manifested in the city’s built environment. 
In the students’ thesis proposals, the validity 
of the current status quo regarding public 
and private institutions was re-evaluated as 
the students worked to re-imagine a more 
optimum balance between the roles of urban 
institutions as the financer / producer and 
the urban dweller user / consumer. In many 
of the students’ projects, local governments 
are expected to be vehicles for and the 
catalysts for the city’s reassembly. It is the 
through the lens of the institution that the 
“density-challenged” city is re-imagined as 
a viable place that supports living for all 
of its inhabitants.  Partnerships between 
private local organizations and city agencies 
are proposed with the goal of addressing 
the anticipated and observed needs of the 
constituents and to maximize the positive 
impact of government with minimum 
means.  The students’ projects are imbued 
with optimism for the challenged city and 
the possible roles that local government in 
partnership with the field of architecture can 
play in reconstituting the distressed mid-
sized city.

The lost vibrancy of the capitol city of Albany 
echoes trends and the problems recently 
seen throughout nineteenth and twentieth 
century industrial cities. As these cities 
have lost their manufacturing base, they 
have lost their tax base, their population 
and their cultural identity.  When confronted 
with New York State’s capital, Albany, the 
students identified its withering importance 
and an impotent sense of government that 
compelled them to promote an activist 
architectural position. Outside of Albany, the 
Manhattan and Phnom Penh projects also 
test and echo similar issues of the institution 
and architectural identity in relation to the 
specifics of context and users. The projects 
are successful in the questions that are 
asked of local government in relation to its 
fiduciary responsibility for maintaining public 
resources, as well as the personal questions 
that color the students research/observations 
and lead to their resolution as architectural 
proposals. What follows is a sample of 
some prominent themes and related issues 
represented in some of the thesis studio 
works.
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Redistribution And Recycling Of 
Assets 

Revitalization Of A Decaying Block Structure 
(Phase Change, John Loercher). Tear 
down, graft, and colonize the abandoned 
spaces of the backyard to create new block 
communities.

Recycling Communities (Re:source 
Albany, Stephen Scribner). A refuse center 
in downtown for sorting and reuse of 
government and neighborhood trash provides 
a pathway for connection and education. 

Re-Imagined Infrastructure
 
Highway Interchange As Civic Catalyst 
(Double Negative, Nora Alhasan). The 
spectacle and engine of the convention 
center sited in between the monstrous 
strands of roadways finds an appropriate 
space for a necessary program to feed 
downtown Albany’s immediate needs while 
celebrating the spectacle.

The Plugged-In Stadium (Double Play, Paul 
Schrokenstein). A sports stadium grafted 
to the east edge of Empire Plaza forms a 
symbiotic relationship with the downtown 
mall below the plaza surface to animate the 
underused open civic space of another era.

The Vertical City (Urban Village, Felicia Nitu). 
Vertical blocks of a residential skyscraper 
capture the variety and sporadic density of 
a West Village neighborhood.  The massing 
negotiates and preserves the light and air 
that are the public domain and the shared 
resource of the city and the building.
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Thoughts On Lo Cal
The “site-specific” seems almost always to inform an architectural proposition. Terrains; 
cultural, social, economic, and material, tend to shape building form. LoCal clearly 
demonstrates the pedagogical premise of a “constructed environment” as found at the 
Parsons School of the Constructed Environment.

Navigating architecture’s ever changing fields of 
theory and practice demands special skill sets, as 
Italo Calvino suggests, “a certain lightness of touch”, 
patience and creativity.

As cultural nomads, architects often find themselves 
in uncharted territory, lost in the margins of a 
civilization’s history. Ironically architectural inventions 
made in the margins of a culture‘s history often shape 
its future.
LoCal documents the remarkable investigations, considerable discoveries, and exceptional 
architectural propositions found in a most volatile environment, the Graduate Architecture 
Studio.

Sites seemingly diverse; Albany, New York City and Phnom Penh were found to have common 
and fertile ground for succinct architectural design propositions. Program development and 
site selection were defined in advance of a final semester dedicated to design. The two-
step, two semester schedule, fostered a reflexive process; led to the development of design 
propositions that were truly site-specific.

Ample evidence of LoCal’s extensive research, personal discoveries, and remarkable 
architectural propositions exists herein.

HENRY SMITH-MILLER
Thesis Juror
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As Setting, as 
Scene
What distinguishes a locale from a place, let 
alone a space, at least according to all the 
dictionaries, is that a place becomes a locale 
only when it references a particular event or 
events connected with that place. 

Apparently the people who write the 
dictionaries have not read the anti-space 
pro-placemaking theories in architecture, 
even the most recent ones, say just from 
Aldo van Eyck on, because according to 
the dictionaries a “place” is as empty as a 
“space” — another empty vessel, empty of 
meaning, another empty bag o’ building. 
Which is what van Eyck was positioning 
himself against in the post-war Team 10 
attack on CIAM and its modernist concept of 
Space, Time, and Architecture: “Space has 
no room, time not a moment for man. He 
is excluded . . . . Whatever space and time 
mean, place and occasion mean more.”
Locale, on the other hand, according to the 
dictionaries, is a “scene or setting, as of a 
novel,” or of a film, “the scene of any event 
or action.” And thus every architectural 
and urban scene and scenography that we 
can imagine is a “place where some action 
occurs.” This of course is the problem, this is 
why architecture hardly seems to be needed, 
in that any place, whether designed by an 
architect or not, no matter how lo-cal (or high-
cal or no-cal), will be a space where some 
action occurs. 

The lesson of locavore cooking and the slow 
food movement (as well as nouvelle cuisine) 
is that the intensification of flavor occurs 
through developing the relations in and of 
the ingredients rather than the addition of 
rich high-cal sauces, blandishments to cover 
bland masses of meat. Just like so many 
tricked out building envelopes with bland 
background masses. If Lo-cal can mean 

less auxiliary richness, then similarly Locale 
can mean more flavor from the thing itself, 
however simple or elaborate the cuisine. 

Thus if the generality of space-making 
needs to be avoided, then it is equally 
important to avoid the xenophobia and 
latent conservatism that always seem to 
attend Placemaking and Locavorism. The 
current slow food movement, like some other 
instances of preservation movements in the 
past, while preserving traditional culture, 
is resistant to innovation and evolution. As 
is often cited, in certain cases the “carbon-
footprint” of a locally grown tomato may even 
be greater (and the flavor much less) than 
a can of San Marzano tomatoes shipped 
half-way round the world. Local does not 
guarantee anything.

Every architect should realize that they are 
simultaneously inside and outside — local 
to and distant from — their own culture. 
Architects are always anthropologists — in 
their particular area of concern, to their 
culture. But isn’t that the very definition 
of practice, of being a professional, any 
professional? You need to be outside your 
culture to practice an intensification of your 
professional area of expertise — in order to 
bring it (back) inside the general culture.

So it’s impossible to practice as an architect 
totally from inside a local culture and 
context. Thankfully. By definition you are no 
longer part of the vernacular, you are on the 
outside looking back in, which indeed is your 
expertise, so from that outside distance you 
may perceive some aspects of inhabitation, 
some attributes of inner intimacy that are 
always impossible to perceive from the 
normal inside. 

If being totally within the local context is an 
impossibility for an architect, so is being 
totally outside the context. Thankfully. If 
Rem Koolhaas in SMLXL infamously said 
“Fuck Context” (or to be more precise said 
that’s the subtext of Bigness), what is called 
for (however you take the literal meaning of 

the first word in that phrase) is engagement 
and relationship, making love, making war, 
but definitely not oblivious or autonomous 
whateverness. So no one should be surprised 
when the shaping of Seattle Public Library is 
explained or justified through its directional 
relation to Mt. Rainier and Elliott Bay. Or that 
the diagonal void through the Netherlands 
Embassy in Berlin is described as being 
formed in relation to the existing landmark 
television tower (the former East German 
Fernsehturm). Or that the first double-page 
spread of the Casa da Musica in Content (you 
can see it on their website too) is looking 
towards its bare white sloping surface from 
the adjoining bare sloping white rendered 
surfaces of the low housing units, the drying 
wash cantilevering toward the theater. Or that 
in each of these projects OMA has sought 
to burrow an exterior public space into and 
through the interior.  

In the psychological register, what Jacques 
Lacan called extimacy is, as Jacques-Alain 
Miller notes, not the opposite of intimacy, 
but the exterior that “topologically” is 
immersed in the very most intimate interior. 
Architecture always attempts to hold within 
itself the social and psychological scene of 
its cultural context. It is its own anthropology, 
the study of its own local and global rituals, 
if only we had the distance to see it. So 
beyond space, beyond place, what all these 
dictionaries suggest is that architecture 
may not merely be any old local container 
for an event, but can enact its events in its 
manifestation of enacting itself as setting, 
as scene. 

As locale: novel, film, architecture, urbanism. 

MARK RAKATANSKY
Thesis Advisor
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Although these questions are embedded in a 
specific urban moment in the history of the 
American city, they continue to frame many 
aspects of our present urban condition and 
are highly present in the Lo Cal City/Lo Cal 
Thesis projects.  

Within the first page of The New City 
document, Former Deputy Executive 
Director of the New York City Planning 
Commission, Sidney J Frigand, suggests that 
the “Master Plan” is no longer meaningful 
when such factors as “size, scope, density 
and complexity,” “pressure groups,” and 
“economic determination of the city’s 
growth”3 interfere with strategic and long 
term planning. The word “strategy” is central 
to Frigand’s idea of a city’s pursuit to develop 
a course of action with clear objectives that 
can adapt to a changing culture, people 
and environment. In Frigand’s thinking, the 
dynamic capabilities of the “Comprehensive 
Plan” is preferenced over the static and 
outmoded Master Plan.  

In the three cities that comprise our Lo Cal 
Thesis, and that represent contrasts of scale, 
culture, wealth and infrastructure, ideas 
of comprehensive planning as opposed 
to master planning are in play. During the 
course of this thesis studio, Albany, New York 
was in the midst of its Comprehensive Plan, 
New York City’s planning continues to move 

forward under the PlaNYC 2030, and Phnom 
Penh is rethinking its identity as it moves 
beyond its cultural/urban cataclysm. These 
city plans offer frameworks within which our 
21 projects operate and they position the 
urban and architectural ethos of our time.  
Each project defines that which is local, 
and low calorie (Lo Cal). Moreover, students 
determined how they wanted to position their 
ideas about architecture in these locales.  
Do they filter into neighborhoods through 
existing social structures so as to appear 
strangely familiar (as if they had always been 
there or just plain belonged) contrasting ever 
so slightly with the context by leveraging 
that which is there and can be made better?  
Or do they arrive with great bombast, 
contrasting starkly with their locales, calling 
into question certain givens that exist in the 
city?  Both extremes, and the gradation in 
between, represent approaches to the Lo Cal 
City.

These 21 Lo Cal projects of the 2011 
Thesis class dismantle and reassemble 
accepted notions of the city through various 
approaches to form, program and urbanism.  
Through the study of macro and micro 
elements of the urban and architectural 
context, the Lo Cal-ness of the cities/
neighborhoods come into high relief. 

Additionally the projects act as counterpoints 
to received or existing ideas of urbanism and 
architecture and, notably as counterpoints 
to one another offering varying takes on the 
contemporary city.  

The 2011 Parsons M.Arch Thesis Studio 
projects fall, in varying degrees, within the 
four questions initially posed by the 1967 
The New City publication. They expose the 
urban fact that many of our cites and many 
of our locales contain challenges. Lo Cal 
City attempts to address these challenges 
through studied urban thought and 
architectural design. In other words, these 
projects formulate a strategy for making the 
New City.

Lo Cal + Contrast = New City

33

Cities are defined through difference. 
And difference is made apparent through 
contrast - something perceived in relief 
against something else.  In cities, that which 
defines a locale and in this case a Lo Cal 
Thesis or low calorie locale are experienced 
through contrast.  Contrast differentiates 
one city from another; contrast defines 
one area of the city from the next; and 
contrast, both high and low, in the context 
of these 21 theses, can be understood as a 
characteristic of how each of these projects 
confront the urban conditions in which they 
are located (e.g. some projects adopted a 
sharp confrontational approach while others 
operated in a more stealth manner). 

In December of 1967, the Museum of 
Modern Art released a publication called The 
New City: Architecture and Urban Renewal 
that focused on “the widespread problems 
of cities,” and offered, “some possible 
solutions…for New York’s Harlem area”.1   
The work challenged both city dweller 
and designers alike with questions about 
the future of our cities. These key urban 
questions, reflective of the historical moment 
in which they were asked, confronted issues 
of urban decay and the need for urban 
renewal (the term of the time).

How can new housing be built 
with the jarring social effects of 
relocation?

How can a monotonous grid plan be 
modified to improve circulation and 
create new neighborhoods?

How can a large city locate and 
develop new land areas?

How can an old waterfront area be 
transformed into an asset? 2

1 Museum of Modern Art Digital Archive. Press 
Release for The New City: Architecture and Urban 
Renewal, Museum of Modern Art, December 1967. 
Web. 10 Jan, 2012

MELANIE HENDEL & AMANDA WAAL
Student Editors

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
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Albany

02 phase change

10 mixing and blending

11 nano networks

04 halfway

05 ctrl_shft

06 growth home

03 momA @lbany 
12 aqualbany 

14 double negative

15 double play

13 ph: west hill

08 scaleport

09 re:source albany
07 section connection

01 industrial xylem

42°39’N 73°45’W

U N I T E D  S TAT E S

P O P U L AT I O N :  9 7 , 8 5 6

E L E VAT I O N :  1 2 7  f t

A R E A :  2 1 . 8  s q  m i

E s t i m at e d  m e d i a n  h o u s e h o l d  i n c o m e  i n  2 0 0 9 :  $ 3 7 , 5 0 5 

R a c i a l  D e m o g r a p h i c s :

W h i t e  - 5 7 . 4 %

B l a c k  -  2 7 . 9 %

H i s p a n i c  -  6 . 9 %

T w o  o r  m o r e  r a c e s  -  4 . 1 %

A s i a n  -  3 . 9 %

O t h e r  r a c e  -  0 . 5 %

N AT I V E  A m e r i c a n  -  0 . 2 %

P o p u l at i o n  d e n s i t y :  4 3 8 9  p e o p l e / s q  m

F o r e i g n  B o r n :  8 . 6 %  o r  8 , 2 2 2

U n e m p l o y m e n t  2 0 1 1 :  7 . 7 %

R e s i d e n t s  w i t h  i n c o m e  b e l o w  t h e 

p o v e r t y  l e v e l  i n  2 0 0 9 :  2 2 . 9 %

C l i m at e :

T e m p  -  av g  l o w  2 2 . 2 °  F 

av g  h i g h  7 1 . 1 °  F

R a i n  -  3 8 . 6  av g  i n / y r

S n o w  -  6 2 . 7  av g  i n / y r
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SOUTH END, ALBANY
COLLECTIVE BUSINESS MODEL | WOOD INDUSTRY

01
42 _38N   73_45w

Industrial Xylem
YIĞIT KALE
Industrial Xylem is about generating an efficient economic 
system strengthened with recreational activity. The xylem* 
of the project creates connections with local and public 
networks while feeding strategically grouped existing or 
potential facilities. Focusing on Albany, NY, Industrial Xylem 
is derived from a critique of the impacts of an existing 
highway bridge that causes disconnections between the 
city and the previously industrial Albany waterfront. 

Industrial Xylem suggests an innovative idea of creating 
connections in between factories based on the use of 
by-products and therefore aims to create a production 
sequence parallel to the life-cycle of raw materials. The 
resulting development groups four existing companies 
using wood as raw materials, (boat building, modular 
furniture, pre-fabricated construction and sawmill) locating 
them in two abandoned buildings near the Hudson River. 

*Xylem - a compound tissue in vascular plants consisting of 
tracheids, vessels, parenchyma cells, and woody fibers that helps 
provide support and that conducts water and nutrients upward 
from the roots.
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Aerial view of the new structure placed in between existing buildings in order to 
provide public circulation and transportation of goods. The branched nature of 
the design provides connections with the various existing elements on site such 
as existing industrial spaces, railroad, street grid, loading and unloading areas. 
A water canal, serving as an extension of the Hudson River, is proposed in order 
to ease the wood milling process and reduce the energy in circulation of raw 
materials.
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Section and axonometric drawings showing how the new additions blend into the 
existing buildings by taking advantage of the their structural systems. Existing 
buildings are used as uninterrupted production spaces while the rest of the 
program is accommodated by the new additions.
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SOUTH END, ALBANY
HOUSING

42 _38N   73_45w

Phase Change
JOHN LOERCHER

Phase Change rethinks the underlying structure of the urban 
residential condition by creating an adaptive urban fabric 
which allows for the reconfiguration of spatial conditions. By 
creating an architecture which is constantly adapting, the 
urban fabric can react to best suit the needs of its users. 

Critiquing the existing built conditions of a neighborhood 
at the scale of the city, the block and the individual living 
unit, Phase change creates a housing system which has the 
ability to react to the specific conditions of a locale while 
embracing the operations by which change occurs.

02
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The south end has remained substantially mixed in 
terms of household composition, a characteristic that 

enhances its history as a diverse community.

Phase Change reorganizes the infrastructure of the residential block 
from a point-access system to an interconnected system based on the 
flow of energy and resources throughout the community. A supporting 
superstructure provides combined heating/cooling, solar-supported 
electricity and closes the loop on the site’s natural water cycle.  

FACADE
CONTINUOUS WRAPPING BRICK 
FACADE
POROUS STREET LEVEL

RESIDENTIAL LVL2
PRIVATE GREEN ROOF DECK
PREFABRICATED STRUCTURAL 
INSULATED PANELS

RESIDENTIAL LVL1
PUBLIC COURTYARD
SINGLE UNIT
DOUBLE UNIT
TRIPLE UNIT

PLUG-IN LVL0
PLUG-IN STRUCTURE
PRIVATE ENTRY CORRIDORS
PRIVATE ENTRY STAIRWAYS

PLUG-IN INFRASTRUCTURE   
LIVING MACHINE
COMBINED HEATING | POWER
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As of 2000, there were 4,440 total 
housing units in the South End, of which 
3,700 were occupied, representing an 
occupancy rate of only 84 percent

MID DENSITY HIGH DENSITYLOW DENSITY

Characterized by low property value and a stunted 
community economy, the High-density phase has the 
ability to stimulate new growth through supporting a 
localized, dense community. Housing types become 
smaller, cutting the cost of living, while overall hous-
ing mass becomes larger. Retail decreases in order 
to increase the amount of public space. 

The mid-density phase is a balance between hous-
ing, public space and available retail space. This 
structure suggests a live-work economic system 
where a public population is drawn in, driving up 
community prosperity and property value.

The low-density phase mimics the results of subur-
ban sprawl. Housing densities decrease, creating 
larger, more spacious units. Public space makes way 
for private space and public retail increases to sup-
port the new localized economy.
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SOUTH END, ALBANY
MUSEUM | FABRICATION

MoMA @lbany
MELANIE HENDEL

MoMA@ investigates the practice of the architectural 
transformation and preservation of the abandoned factory 
through adaptive reuse of industrial outposts. 

The Museum of Modern Art became the testing ground for 
this project as it initially opened [1929] as an educational 
institution, devoted to teaching people about the 
contemporary issues of our era. This project, entitled MoMA 
@lbany, embraces a recent acquisition to their collection - 
the @ symbol, a tool that functions as a linking device/code 
amongst people and entities all over the world.  

MoMA@ is a model that can be @nywhere. In this case, using 
the South End of Albany as its case study for MoMA’s future 
satellite museum, two abandoned factories are repurposed 
for MoMA’s formal and fixed galleries. It links Albany’s local 
manufacturing industries [glass, paper, metals] to the 
production of art made on-site at the museum. Additionally, 
the museum is designed to architecturally link not only the 
two repurposed factory buildings together but also acts as 
a bridge linking the city to the waterfront, which is currently 
cut off by a 40 Ft elevated highway, a railway and a trucking 
road. The Museum bridge functions as the education labs 
and informal galleries for the general public and passersby 
to experience. 

42 _38N   73_45w
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The Formal Architectural Gallery in the North Factory 
wing showing multiple views to the adjacent work 
spaces and public pathways. The original frame, 
structure and interior walls are maintained while the 
facade is wrapped in glass, giving views of the work 
and activity to the public. 
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[Above] The Basement gallery shows the link between the museum and the process of manufacturing objects, making art and the fabrication of industrial design. It 
leads viewers to interactive work studios and labs where Albany’s local artists showcase works-in-progress and prototypes. 

[Right] The floor plans show the preservation of the existing factory buildings with large, open floor plates and large column bays serving the formal galleries. The 
additions for the new proposed museum have a dense, field-like column grid which serves the public and informal galleries. This embeds the new structure into the 
existing one, while preserving the memory of the abandoned factory.

GROUND LEVEL

SECOND LEVEL

THIRD LEVEL

FOURTH LEVEL
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The main entryway from the waterfront gives visitors views of the public cafe and ground floor galleries as well as a view of the glass tower elevator in the center of the 
two repurposed factory buildings. The oversized, freight elevator made of glass acts as a beacon for the museum, showcasing the transport of art as it moves from 
working studios to the galleries. 

The ground floor gallery housing large scale sculptures is a flexible space that can open up to the outdoor gardens in the summertime. The cafe and print shops are 
open to the public, making the waterfront accessible to the public via the museum. 

[Top] Close up of the West end public entryway of the museum overpassing the 
railway and elevated highway

[Middle] Close up of the East end of the museum, overlooking the Hudson 
River and showing the new addition with a dense column grid.

[Bottom] Sketch model proposing the concept of a museum “bridge” that links 
the city to the waterfront
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WEST HILL, ALBANY
LIBRARY/RESIDENTIAL

In post-industrial cities like Albany, NY where the capital 
to maintain public institutions is limited by a fleeting 
population, the hybridization of failing institutions has the 
potential to create new highly efficient, mutually beneficial 
systems. Halfway is a project that integrates a halfway house 
with a library as a means of stimulating the reintegration of 
recovering addicts into society while providing the library 
with a pool of highly motivated employees. 

The library benefits from the heterogeneous backgrounds, 
ideas and opinions of the halfway house inhabitants as well 
as from the potential government funding of its training 
programs while the recoverees benefit from the gradual and 
controlled reintegration into society. Halfway is a place for 
learning and entertainment, fostering interactions between 
individuals and groups in a social landscape in the midst of 
a distressed neighborhood.

Halfway
MARILINE LAENEN
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HENRY JOHNSON BLVD

CLINTON AV

1ST STR

[Left] These diagrams show the different public spaces in and around the building. Three green strips were created to fill empty lots in the block and all three green 
strips touch the building in different ways, creating different open spaces. The first strip creates a park inside the block. The second green strip is a folded plane that 
starts at Henry Johnson Boulevard and leads visitors to the community space on top of the library. The path towards the community space is carved out of the library, 
providing the library with more daylight. The green folded strip creates a secured public outside space, and can be accessed by visitors of the community and halfway 
house 24 hours a day. The third green strip runs from First Street to Clinton Avenue and separates the Halfway house from the Library through an inner courtyard.

[Right] These diagrams represents the different program that is in the building, the community space that has its own outside space, the library that is accessible from 
Henry Johnson Boulevard and the Halfway house.
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Throughout the entire building there is no direct contact between the halfway house and the library. The library and the halfway house touch 
each other on the second floor, where the meeting rooms are back-to-back. On the ground floor, there is a separation created by a courtyard. 
The courtyard goes from the first floor to the third and takes a different form on every floor according to the program of the library and the 
halfway house.

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

THIRD FLOOR

Floorplans: on the left the library and on the right the halfway house, separated by the courtyard.
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The community space reflects an elevated house that can be 
seen from afar, while providing views over the area as well as 
creating a visual connection with the library.

[Opposite] Sketch models demonstrate various ways two 
different programs can come together in one building.
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CTRL_SHFT examines the relationship between crime and 
public institutions in the contemporary American city as 
seen through the lenses of law enforcement and the physical 
environments of crime.

A restructuring of the police station into one central 
station and six smaller neighborhood units serve 
as the physical manifestation of this relationship. 
Fragmenting the station and dispersing its functions 
throughout the city not only increases officer presence, it 
also dilutes the boundaries between the public sphere and 
the police, thereby transforming both.

Two neighborhoods most affected by crime in the distressed 
landscape of Albany, West Hill and Arbor Hill, are the test 
sites for this project; their vacant lots, abandoned buildings 
and neglected sites drive the form and program of the units.

Combining elements of infill, adaptive reuse and landscape 
to create a set of buildings that respond to particular sites 
and programs, while still reading as a coherent whole, 
offers the city a new model of police presence. 

CTRL_SHFT
AMANDA WAAL

ARBOR HILL | WEST HILL DOWNTOWN, ALBANY
POLICE STATIONS
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This area of Albany, Arbor Hill and West Hill, is plagued by violent crime and vacant buildings. The  
locations of the new police stations were chosen according to densities of crime and vacancy.  The 
new stations reuse vacant buildings and are filled with police programs designed specifically for the 
neighborhood.  Bringing police to these neighborhoods is not only important for law enforcement 
presence, but also the fragmenting of the force and dispersing it gives the public more access to the 
police, thereby beginning to dissolve boundaries between the two.  

These small stations attempt to affect change through as small moves as possible.  Siting them in 
previously vacant buildings physically upgrades a neighborhood without unnecessary drastic alterations 
and creates spaces for community interaction.

[Opposite] The northern side of central station is for vehicular entrance and intake.  A pedestrian park 
winds through the building, connecting Sherman Street and Central Avenue.

There are 340 police officers in Albany, a 
small force for a city whose murder rate has 

exceeded that of New York City in some years.
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[Above] The ground floor of Central Station is accessible from both the north and the south; a pedestrian 
park/pathway winds from Sherman Street at the north through the building to Central Avenue, changing 
elevation by approximately thirty feet.  Important to the design of Central Station are views through the 
building, both in section and in plan, thereby creating a sense of openness and transparency. 

The park which winds through the building also provides privacy and views of landscape to those in 
the cells.  The uppermost floors are devoted to victim interview and counseling rooms.  Situating these 
spaces at the top of the building allows for privacy as well as feelings of security, safety and escape. 

[Opposite Top] Views of Central Station, the main entrance 

[Opposite Bottom] The victims interview and counseling unit

VEHICLE ENTRANCE 
-27’

CELL01
-15’

MAIN ENTRANCE 
+0’

ADMINISTRATION
+15’

VICTIMS’ UNIT
+25’

Wood was chosen as an accent material to warm the station, but placed on the ceiling so as to remain out of range of 
vandalism, a common problem in police stations.
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Central Station rests on a steep hill; a thirty foot change in grade separates the largely residential Sherman Street from the bustle of commercial Central Avenue.  By 
pulling away from Sherman Street, the massing of the station mediates this topographic change without hovering over the residences.

[Opposite Top] Sketch models studying both the massing of Central Station, but also the new park across the street from the station.  The park is the highest point in 
the project, thereby giving civilians the means to oversee the police.

[Opposite Bottom] A topographic model showing all seven of the stations; with Central Station at the bottom.
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SHERIDAN HOLLOW, ALBANY
CHILDREN’S HOME

Growth Home
 VANESSA ESTRADA

In 2007, the City of Albany had nearly 4,000 homeless 
children. Growth Home Seeks to restore the image of 
the home for these unfortunate children by creating an 
institution that transcends the harsh contrasts between 
city, orphanage and transient housing.

The project reevaluates the American standard of 
construction by capitalizing on the backyard.  Instead 
of being an empty space used for storage the backyard 
becomes the focal point causing the reconfiguration of the 
block.  The project sets precedents by spanning across 
the lot and connecting two streets. It is a model/scheme 
meant to be replicated to fill vacant lots across the city. 
This space becomes garden, dining room, playground and 
social center. Growth Home re-imagines the backyard -- as 
landscape, as a common element between city, institution 
and household, creating a deep sense of “home” within 
personal living quarters, the institution of the orphanage 
and the city of Albany.

06
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The program is organized the same way different aged children experience the world and 
the city; each group has different travel distances and exposure to the public realm.  The 
diagrams represent the spaces each age group inhabits. 

[Top] Teenagers--they have the most liberty and exposure to the street as well as the biggest 
travel extension. 

[Middle] Preteens--they have the ability to span across the building but their travel is more 
contained to facilitate supervision and control. 

[Bottom] Toddlers--their travel range is limited therefore their activity spaces are closer to the 
living quarters. 

SITE PLAN

LEVEL 4LEVEL 3LEVEL 1
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The building faces both streets with austere, quiet looks. On the interior,  the building’s facade starts disappearing, the play between voids and 
solids for air and light blends four townhouses into three. The cantilevers break with the rigid one axis view of the townhouse grid and provide 
east-west views to the backyards.

View from one of the classrooms looking towards the playground, 
the educational garden and the residential units
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SHERIDAN HOLLOW, ALBANY 
PERFORMANCE CENTER

Section Connection
BRADLEY LOEW

This project is an investigation of the building as a mediator 
between the topography of an urban condition and the 
internal forces of its own program. Section Connection is 
located on a difficult, steep hillside, in Albany, NY which 
separates Empire State Plaza from Sheridan Hollow. This 
threshold, as provided by the change in grade, has caused 
a division between these two communities, which over time 
has lead to a demographic separation. 

Using the site’s close proximity to the emerging cultural 
district of downtown Albany as a catalyst, a music venue was 
chosen to bridge the gap between these divided neighboring 
areas, while also supplying a pedestrian passage way which 
serves as a constant physical connection.

07
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CIRCULATION PUNCTURES PROGRAM

CIRCULATION DIVIDES PROGRAM

CIRCULATION CONNECTS PROGRAM

PROGRAM IS EMBEDDED IN THE HILL

 PROGRAM SITS ON THE HILL

PROGRAM FOLLOWS THE HILL

This urban study of space brought to light the repetition of vacant lots along Sheridan 
Avenue. The site adjacent to the parking garage was chosen because it supplies a 
direct connection to the plaza above.

[Opposite Right]  The facade at street level lifts off the ground to create a space 
for outdoor concerts and community activity. The buildings sectional profile is a 
negotiation of the hill in which it sits.
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While also supplying public circulation to navigate from the plaza above, to the community 
below, the performance center provides open space for both communities to share.
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DOWNTOWN, ALBANY
TRANSIT CENTER

Scaleport
STEVEN SZE

The growing commuter culture of Albany, NY dictates 
an immense supporting automobile infrastructure. This 
has created drastic jumps in scale in the downtown area 
between the highway and the street level, rendering 
the surrounding areas unusable. ScalePort addresses 
the transportation system at the scale of a car, bus, and 
bicycle which otherwise creates strenuous moments of 
intersection. By developing a multi-modal transportation 
hub, median space is developed based on the common 
ground of the various transportation scales.

08
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As of 2010, Albany had a population of 
97,856 people, while roughly 60,000 people 
commuted from the suburbs to the city for 
work everyday.

The site chosen for this project is at a key point in downtown Albany next to one of the main interchanges. 
This area exemplifies the scalar discrepancies because it is primarily used for parking and is an undesirable 
location. However, it is surrounded by a vast amount of infrastructure and could be an exceptional location for 
a multi-modal transportation hub.
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The program separated itself into three distinct buildings, a parking 
garage, a bus terminal, and a bicycle shop, all linked by a ground 
plane that rises off of the street. These buildings all carried the 
scale of their corresponding modes of transportation and naturally 
created a stepping down from the highway to the street and visa 
versa.

LOWER LEVEL PLAN

SECOND LEVEL PLAN

SITE PLAN

Albany’s Comprehensive Plan champions the three 
major mass transit modes: public transportation, 

personal automotive and bicycling.
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SHERIDAN HOLLOW, ALBANY 
WASTE MANAGEMENT CENTER

Re:Source Albany
STEPHEN SCRIBNER

RE:SOURCE Albany seeks to re-imagine the process by 
which America transforms byproducts into energy resources 
by embedding waste management strategies into the 
patterns of the everyday. The design integrates landscape, 
architecture and urban infrastructure, creating a new 
relationship between people and their waste.

It is a three-fold proposal:

1) Process trash at the heart of the city, reducing energy use 
and creating urban jobs

2) Digest all organic material, generating energy and 
drastically reducing landfill volume

3) Reveal sorting and digestion processes, displaying the 
next phase of material life cycles and heightening public 
awareness.

09
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TIME
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YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7

ECOLOGICAL STAGES
SUCCESSION OF PLANT COMMUNITIES AT RE:SOURCE PARKECOLOGICAL STAGES

SUCCESSION OF PLANT COMMUNITIES AT RE:SOURCE PARK

The rooftop park, which features playgrounds, community gardens and a handicap accessible path from downtown Albany to Sheridan Hollow, will track through time 
the processes in the facility’s heart: as fertilizer is produced (a byproduct of the biodigestion process) it will be used as soil on the roof.  The roofscape will then change 
as more soil is added and the plant species evolve through biological succession.  Inside, a direct route cuts through the heart of the building, providing glimpses of and 
access to the metabolic activity within.

Albany’s Sheridan Avenue is a lowland 
corridor of post-industrial neglect, in need 

of urban and ecological revitalization.
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Alternating triangular trusses articulate the roof surface, providing low-pitched slopes for planting beds, a dynamic surface terrain, and create dramatic apertures for 
daylight.  A mezzanine level, accessible from the public stair as well as the sorting floor, blends public and private zones in the heart of the building, with administrative 
areas, public educational spaces, and employee support areas.  The sorting and digestion processes flow below, gravitationally filtering trash as the building follows the 
steep terrain.

Albany Waste Management District processes 413,000 
tons of trash annually, for a population of 222,000 
people.  60% could be converted to energy through 

biodigestion; 40% of the remainder is recyclable. 
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CENTRAL AVENUE, ALBANY
LIBRARY

Mixing and Blending
ADABELGY LONDONO

Mixing and Blending is an intervention of new programs in 
outdated residential towers in Albany, NY as a strategy to 
revive active community participation. Through the pairing 
of a public e-library with an existing private residential 
program, a hybrid space is created that promotes interaction 
between the residents of the tower and the community at 
street level. 

The e-library provides services for the community and 
the residence such as technology workshops, mentoring 
programs, meeting spaces for small businesses and 
non-profit organizations, reading spaces, computer 
areas, exhibition space for art and technology, and 
outdoor gathering space in order to draw users from both 
populations. The addition of the reading landscape creates 
a vibrant and active area along the booming Central Avenue 
and blurs the boundaries between public and private by 
pulling users from each population.
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Approximately 100 million E-Books were sold in 2010;
estimates forecast that 500 million E-Books will be 

sold in 2011.

The project inlcudesn a public green space near a 
high population of residences and is located close to 
bus stops, bike racks and parking spaces.
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The glass storefront allows visibility to Central Avenue.  Material choices dictate a new intervention of the 
e-library in an outdated residential building.

Urban parks, gardens and recreational open space 
stimulate commercial growth and promote city 

revitalization.
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HARRIMAN STATE OFFICE CAMPUS, ALBANY
NANOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH PARK

Nano Networks
SLOANE BROWN

Nano Networks re-imagines an isolated, 1950s state office 
campus in Albany, New York as a landscape of natural, built, 
and social systems intertwining a nanotechnology research 
park with the city and its residents. This entails a breakdown 
of boundaries between and within these systems on 
multiple scales, from underutilized greenways and massive 
infrastructures threading through the campus to lab and 
collaborative spaces clustered within the research facilities. 

In the same way that the enhanced excitability of a single 
neuron at the nano scale has the capacity to improve 
the health of an entire neural network, the heightened 
interconnectivity of urban and architectural systems and 
spaces in this project creates an energetic network for 
enhanced collaboration and creativity.

42 _39N   73_48w
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Albany is situated at the nexus of a thriving high-tech 
network in New York State and hosts one of the 
largest nanotechnology research centers in the world 
– the College of Nanoscale Science and Technology 
(CNSE). In response to an intense demand for more 
research and development facilities in the area, 
Harriman State Office Campus was investigated 
by Empire State Development as a site for a new 
tech-park in the city with the goal of transforming the 
isolated, car-centric 1950s campus into a vibrant 
live/work/play community for emerging high-
tech professionals and attracting more high-tech 
companies capable of boosting the area’s economy. 
However, analysis of the failed proposal revealed that 
the design was caught in an enclosed, office park 
mentality and that a so-called ‘vibrant’ community 
required more than a traditional mixed use plan. 
To survive and thrive, Harriman Tech Park cannot 
be its own self-sufficient, isolated node within the 
city. Networks must be created within the park that 
will cultivate connections and support collaboration 
on multiple levels - between corporations, between 
disciplines, as well as between city residents and 

tech-park residents. Nano Networks accomplishes 
this by stitching together existing campus buildings 
and fragmented pieces of the urban grid along with 
two major watersheds intersecting the site to create 
a more heterogeneous place in the city.

The project’s urban scheme is generated through 
the interlacing of various systems, including popular 
city streets, designated bike routes, and hiking 
and walking trails following natural hydraulic and 
vegetative paths. For example, the newly developed 
Patroon Creek Greenway path extending along 
the eastern edge of the city flows directly into the 
park and the existing urban grids of surrounding 
residential and commercial areas are extended to 
dissolve the prominent ring road, which remains as a 
convenient bike path. This hyper connectivity extends 
into the built environment of the project wherein the 
zig-zagging buildings at its core gain their form and 
sectional shifts from the practical requirements of a 
nanotech facility as well as the need for convenient 
connections between spaces used by researchers as 
well as city residents passing through the park.

1. New York State’s high-tech landscape.
2. CNSE + Harriman State Office Campus.
3. CNSE public school outreach.
4. Harriman Tech Park community integration.
5. Access points and buffer zones.
6. Empire State Development’s traditional mixed 
use plan.
7. Traditional block-style mixed use reinterpreted 
through clustering.
8. Surrounding components of the urban fabric.
9. Existing Harriman State Office Campus
10. Empire State Development’s failed proposal.
11. Nano Networks urban scheme.
12. Component of research facilities within Nano 
Networks.
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ALBANY NANOTECH PUBLIC SCHOOL OUTREACH: Currently the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, along 
with its tenant corporations, sponspors numerous academic programs for K-12 schools in Albany. A primary component of these 
outreach programs it the opportunity for students to visit nanotech research and development facilities periodically as a part of their 
advanced technology education. 

INSERT K-12 MAGNET SCHOOLS DIRECTLY INTO THE TECH PARK: Take current outreach efforts to the next level 
by creating schools that interact with the R & D facilities of advanced technology on a daily basis. This will serve as a major factor in 
weaving together surrounding Albany residents and the tech park, as parents will have cause to enter and interact with the Park as 
they take to children to and from school. 

SCHOOL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
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ALBANY NANOTECH PUBLIC SCHOOL OUTREACH: Currently the College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, along 
with its tenant corporations, sponspors numerous academic programs for K-12 schools in Albany. A primary component of these 
outreach programs it the opportunity for students to visit nanotech research and development facilities periodically as a part of their 
advanced technology education. 

INSERT K-12 MAGNET SCHOOLS DIRECTLY INTO THE TECH PARK: Take current outreach efforts to the next level 
by creating schools that interact with the R & D facilities of advanced technology on a daily basis. This will serve as a major factor in 
weaving together surrounding Albany residents and the tech park, as parents will have cause to enter and interact with the Park as 
they take to children to and from school. 
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The nanotechnology research facilities weave 
through the center of this new landscape to create 
an ‘inside-outside promenade’ for both researchers 
and visitors. Labs and collaborative spaces stag-
gered around this promenade are integrated with 
each other as well as with visitors biking or walking 
through the building to create a healthier work 
environment and engage residents of the city with 
the research park.
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Nanotechnology research facility progress models 
and plans.
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WEST SIDE, ALBANY
AQUATIC RECREATION CENTER

Aqualbany
EVAN WOLFF

Albany’s underutilized Hudson riverfront is a function of  
the dense build up of transportation infrastructure at this 
edge. The interface between the city and the river has the 
potential to be active and exciting, yet it is disregarded and 
severed from the city.

Aqualbany introduces a new aquatic center along the South 
End river front that does not act as a barrier, but as a means 
of blurring the edge, reintegrating the water front with its 
neighboring urban landscape. By rethinking the way that 
a community interacts with water, Aqualbany reintegrates 
the recreational aspects of water into the community while 
reintroducing the community to the Hudson River.

12
42 _38N   73_45w
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The aquatic center acts as the central hub of a larger proposed network of parks and recreation centers all along the Albany 
riverfront, blurring the boundaries of the city and bringing people from the city to the water, while at the same time allowing 
access along the entire riverfront.

ROOF TRUSS

FACADE/ROOF STRUCTURE

WATER POLO/SHOP/CAFE

RECREATION/OFFICES

DIVING/SCUBA

COMPETITION/KAYAK

The model shows the buildings direct relation to the river and to the 
city, as well as how it acts as a blurring tool between land and water.
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Pedestrians have direct passage through and around the aquatic center. One is 
walking on the river’s edge while experiencing both nature and a public facility. 

Model showing the aquatic program creating a procession down from a pedestrian bridge to the water level. 
Levels exist above ground, on grade, on the river edge, and on water level.
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pH: West Hill is an urban strategy that seeks to emphasize 
preventive health as a means of addressing the physical and 
social health of West Hill, Albany. It is a two-fold response: 
first to provide basic health care in a place that is easily 
accessible to residents of a distressed urban neighborhood, 
reducing the pattern of using the emergency facilities of a 
major medical center for routine care. Second, to make 
use of existing public transportation, open park space and 
vacant lots in order to establish a close connection between 
health care, recreation, physical fitness and the community.

pH: West Hill
OBINNA ELECHI

13
WEST HILL, ALBANY
HEALTH CARE/PHYSICAL FITNESS CENTER 

42 _40N   73_45w
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LARGEST HOSPITALS IN ALBANY

HEALTH CARE SERVICES

BUS ROUTES

Mapping amenities and services was important in discovering what 
already existed as well as locating the project in the most appropriate site. 

This proposal disperses a primary care practice, a gym and pharmacy across an area of two blocks. The 
building form and facade have to respond to contradictory issues of visibility, access and security and in doing 
so establish a method for how the project situates itself in the neighborhood.  Above, finished model and front 
entry of pharmacy.

[Right] Sketch models exploring porosity, facade articulation and program connection
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Though the proposal is as wide as the city block, it is articulated as three small buildings that are 
approximately the same size as the surrounding residential buildings.  The lower portion of the building is 
mostly glass covered with a perforated metal facade in order to welcome visitors while also providing shade.

[Right] Building plans and section
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The highway has played an enormous role in the destruction 
of urban fabric in many cities throughout the 20th century. 
Its specificity and scale has indiscriminately partitioned 
large tracts of land, leaving useless open space in, around, 
and under urban highways. In contrast, the convention 
center’s lack of specific program is as destructive to the 
urban fabric as the highway; its large static mass often 
fills its sites and subsequently consumes giant portions of 
urban land. 

Double Negative explores the opportunity of merging these 
contradictory elements, the highway and the convention 
center, as a catalyst for reinventing the relationship between 
the highway and its urban fabric within the post-industrial 
condition of Albany, New York.

Double Negative
NORA ALHASAN

14
CIRCLE STACK INTERCHANGE, ALBANY
CONVENTION CENTER

42 _38N   73_45w
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[Above] The circle stack interchange is the main entry into Albany and was designed specifically for Empire 
State Plaza.  It allows an estimated 60,000 commuters to enter through Empire State Plaza without having 
to travel through Albany itself. The rendering above shows the Convention Center with the decommissioned 
South Mall Arterial, rendered as a multifunctional park with public access to the convention center and 
connects pedestrians and bike users to Rensselaer, adds vitality to the defunct areas adjacent to it, and 
serves as a destination point for Albany. 

[Right] Process models.

[Top Left] Overall site model 

[Top Right] Convention Center/Highway Relationship 

[Bottom Right] Sectional Model through Convention Center
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Playing off the fluidity of the highway and exploring the spatial conditions of the interchange, the Convention Center anchors into the east and west wings of the site, the 
Hudson River and its neighboring business improvement district, while providing public connections to the converted South Mall Arterial Park. Its form is articulated by 
a thickened facade which acts as a barrier against the highway’s pollution and noise and is contrasted by a delicate inward facing facade with connections to the South 
Mall Arterial Park. 

Interior views facing South Mall Arterial Park
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Public space in the United States fails to adequately provide 
a space for social gathering, where different groups and 
classes can mix and have a participatory, interactive, shared 
experience. Empire State Plaza in Albany, NY falls short of 
this measure in three particular areas: scale, interchange, 
and definition. 

Double Play seeks to mediate these shortcomings through 
the integration of a Minor League Baseball stadium that 
overlaps the plaza. By programming the concourse, Double 
Play activates the existing plaza wall, which previously 
divided the city from east to west.

Double Play
PAUL SCHROECKENSTEIN

15
42 _39N   73_45w

EMPIRE PLAZA, ALBANY
MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STADIUM
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MALLMALL

Public spaces in the American city fail to adequately 
create a place in which social interaction can take 
place and thus do little to serve their community.  
Where the traditional piazza served as the focal 
point for a civic community to come together, public 
spaces in new york often are left empty or are 
thought of as a means to escape the city.  Because 
of this attitude, they are unable to generate a 
popular culture. 

The reasons for the failure of public space in 
America are manifold.  While the European plaza 
is thought of as grand, it is actually much smaller 
than the corresponding spaces found in the United 
States.  Furthermore, the American city is laid out 
for automotive ease.  Public spaces within the 
city center are largely defined by the roads which 
surround them as opposed to the definition a 
continuous wall of buildings provides.  Empire State 
Plaza falls victim to both being too large and having 
poor definition.  In the traditional piazza one cannot 
see the edge of the square from the outside, but 
only from within.  In Empire State Place the edge 
condition is most clear when one views the plaza 
from its surrounding environs and is faced with a 
giant wall.  When on the plaza, the border is not 
clear until it is approached.  Because of the sectional 
difference that defines it, empire state plaza 
functions poorly as a site of interchange.  Accessing 
it is difficult and it does not lie on the everyday paths 
of the general population.

It is not simply the design of the mall that is Empire 
State Plaza’s downfall.  The nature of American 
culture also plays a significant role.  Open space 
is often considered as an escape from urbanity.  
Squares are confused with parks; parks with paths 
that prescribe where one can go, parks that offer 
little chance for a group to gather and interact. 
Additionally, an examination of European piazzas 
highlights the prominence of cafe culture.  Cafes 
line the squares and visitors are able to take in the 
action of the space without directly taking part in it.  
Indeed, the squares most successful at generating 
a popular culture in New York’s history, Madison 
square in the first decades of the twentieth century 
and Rockefeller center during the 1930’s and ‘40’s, 
essentially provided viewing platforms via rooftops 
from which one could take in the action below.  This 
multifaceted user experience is key in creating a 
communal environment within a public space.  The 
visitor should have the opportunity to be either 
onstage, offstage, or some variant between the 
two poles.

The goal of this thesis to place a programmatic 
element that will draw people to Empire State Plaza, 
stitch Albany across the divides of the highway in the 
raise plaza, and provide them with the opportunity to 
gather and interact.  To do so, the element will be as 
quintessential to the United States as the cafe is to 
Europe: a baseball stadium.

DEFINED FROM WITHIN (PLAN)       DEFINED FROM WITHOUT (SECTION)

DEFINED FROM WITHIN (PLAN)       DEFINED FROM WITHOUT (SECTION)
 Figure-ground studies examining the definition and interchange of existing piazzas
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The different tiers where the stadium meets the plaza allows gatherers to observe the game and each other. The Double Stadium bridges the divide created by the expressway below, connecting residential 
neighborhoods to downtown Albany, while simultaneously interjecting the plebeian nature of the 
city and baseball into the imperial grandeur of the plaza.

EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
910,000 SQUARE FEET

HIGHWAY SCALE

PIAZZA DELLA SIGNORIA
FLORENCE, ITALY

95,000 SQUARE FEET
PEDESTRIAN SCALE

MADISON SQUARE
270,000 SQUARE FEET

PUBLIC TRANSIT SCALE
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Uniform Exchange
JASON HUDSPETH

Uniform Exchange re-imagines the identity of the U.S. 
military through the development of a satellite training 
campus in Manhattan for the Military Academy at West 
Point. The campus is proposed as a project that acts as 
a gradient space between military and civilian zones; two 
societal entities that systematically repel, reflect, and 
overlap. Using the operational framework of program as 
camouflage, the campus embeds itself into the city using 
three primary maneuvers: invade, infiltrate, and interpose. 

Invasion guises itself within the existing Hudson River 
Park system along the west side of Manhattan by coupling 
the military program together with a new public park that 
bridges to the High Line. Infiltration takes place within 
a series of meatpacking warehouses where military 
academic, physical, and visual programs emerge with a new 
identity in response to the existing context. The dormitory 
presents itself as the interposition between the existing 
Standard Hotel and the future Whitney Museum.

CHELSEA MEATPACKING DISTRICT, MANHATTAN
MILITARY CAMPUS

40 _44N   74_00w
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Uniform Exchange re-imagines the identity of the U.S. military through a case 
study that explores the development of a satellite training campus in Manhattan 
for the Military Academy at West Point.

The campus is proposed as a project that acts as a gradient space between military 
& civilian zones; two societal entities that systematically repel, reflect, and overlap. 

Using the operational framework of program as camouflage, the campus embeds 
itself into the city using 3 primary maneuvers: invade, infiltrate, and interpose.  

The invasion guises itself within the existing Hudson River Park system along the 
west side of Manhattan by coupling the military program together with a new 
public park that bridges to the High Line.  Infiltration takes place within a series of 
meatpacking warehouses - where military academic, physical, and visual programs 
emerge with a new identity in response to the existing context.  The dormitory 
presents itself as the interposition between the existing Standard Hotel and the 
future Whitney Museum.

Uniform 
Exchange
JASON HUDSPETH

The campus acts as a network that is formed through interconnected points embedded within the existing 
infrastructure of the city; a contrast to the regimented constructs of the isolated enclave model that is typical 
to U.S. military academies.  The above model highlights the three main programmatic components and their 
relationship to the Hudson River Park, the High Line Park, and the existing and future buildings in this section 
of the Chelsea Meatpacking District.

[Right] View from the High Line beneath the Standard Hotel looking toward the Infiltration adaptive reuse and 
extension of a carcass-processing warehouse for the primary academic programs.
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The public permeability of the auditorium, academic hall, library, gym, and retail components of the renovated meatpacking warehouse contribute to a reimagining 
of the relationship between uniform and the non-uniform at the street level.  Programs align in response to the surrounding context, stretching from 10th Avenue to 
Washington Street, with the head of the facility emerging in the form of a fashion retail experience between the Standard Hotel and the headquarters of Diane Von 
Furstenberg.

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

THIRD FLOOR
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The facade of the cadet dormitory incorporates an orientation-specific layering of systems that address solar 
energy collection, daylighting, ventilation, and inhabitant privacy.  The operable shades and solar panels flex 
against the backdrop of fixed glazing & equilateral triangles to create a skin that is functional & versatile.  By 
presenting iteself as the latest in a string of interposing characters on muddy stilts that flank the High Line, the 
building is unique, flamboyant, military, and just like everyone else.
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LOWER MANHATTAN
HOUSING

Village Skyscraper
FELICIA NITU

86 Greenwich St., New York is not just a parking garage, it 
is a key location for connecting people from Battery Park 
City, The Financial District and Staten Island. However, 
high traffic activity and density of tall buildings makes this 
location challenging for designing a building that nurtures a 
residential community. By first studying neighborhoods that 
are most valued by New Yorkers, this project implements 
a typical village design strategy, organizes it vertically 
and thereby increases the desirability of tall buildings. 
The programmatic organization of the VillageSkyscraper 
investigates how programs could be interlinked so that a 
tall building could enable human interaction similar to the 
West Village community.

40 _42N   74_00w
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The formal eccentricities of the building’s street front facade invite public exploration. 
The tower also reaches out to the street through a network of pedestrian friendly 
bridges. The contraction and expansion of the building is a manifestation of its 
adaptation to the site constraints and its desire to engage in a dialogue with the 
surrounding community. Highlighting this goal, the building’s main entrance is 
open to the public, creating a fluid circuit of movement between the street and the 
building’s public programs.  
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The public and private programs are stacked vertically 
and juxtaposed throughout the entire height of the 
building to mimic the experience of a West Village 
neighborhood. The public library (mid section of the 
building) and the Performance Sky Neighborhood are 
linked through a series of small art galleries, boutiques, 
coffee shops and convenience stores. The load of public 
traffic is eased by a ramp that links all the retail and 
community service programs. All the public programs 
share levels with two-story residential units.    
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01   Lot Extrusion = classic tower
02   Self-shading strategy
03   The shared facade is pushed in for 
views and light 
04   Multiple south facing gardens as a cool-
ing strategy = the SkyPark
05   Cut through the base of the building to 
connect parallel streets 
06   Structural Diagram
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The project envisions its Sky Community Neighborhood as a mix of programs that enable public-private interaction while preserving the intimacy of a neighborhood. The 
Vertical Skyscraper suggests a strategy that increases density, nurtures social communities and conserves resources. Why do we continue to develop spawling cities 
when we have the sky as our limit?
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MADISON SQUARE PARK, MANHATTAN
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER

URBAnxiety
MICHAEL BROTHERTON 

As demographics continue to reinforce the trend toward 
urbanization, city populations are growing throughout the 
world. With an increasingly dense social fabric, intimate 
living conditions are leading to an increasing problem of 
agoraphobic and panic disorder sufferers amongst urban 
dwellers. 

URBAnxiety seeks to offer an architectural solution to this 
problem, replacing an emphasis on pharmaceuticals with 
a series of architectural interventions inspired by cognitive 
behavioral therapy. By introducing cognitive behavioral 
therapy through vertical and horizontal gradients of 
interaction, the building itself becomes a vessel for in vivo 
exposure sessions.

40 _44N   73_59w
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Vertical gradients of interaction manifest themselves not only planimetrically but also 
tectonically.  Upper floors conceived as a solid mass that provides a secure refuge 
become increasingly fractured as a patients treatment leads them down through the 
structure.
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The lower floors and subterranean level include an informal theatre 
that provides patients with a training ground for public interaction. 

A basic concept in CBT treatment of anxiety disorders 
is in vivo exposure—a gradual exposure to the actual, 

feared stimulus. This treatment is based on the 
theory that the fear response has been classically 

conditioned and that avoidance negatively reinforces 
and maintains that fear.  
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WEST HARLEM, MANHATTAN
SCHOOL

Educology
SIENA SHAW

Educology explores how the relationship of architecture 
and nature can enhance education in inner-city schools. 
By means of precise cuts into an existing school building 
in Harlem, NY, the built and natural elements will share 
their interdependent connection with students, parents, 
teachers, and the surrounding neighborhood by filling them 
with a constructed landscape. 

Light, air, and flora combine in this intervention to alter the 
traditional learning environments and create a new type of 
school where nature is the foundation for all subjects of 
standardized learning. The transformation will encourage 
students to become advocates for the natural environment, 
and see the world through a different lens than those 
available at the traditional urban school.

40 _48N   73_56w
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1 axon_level 1

2 axon_level 2

4 axon_level 3

5 axon_level 4

6 axon_level 0

There are five locations where a vertical atrium slices the existing building .  The stacked 
planter boxes are a constructed living machine which filter the rain water which lands 
on the roof.  Providing water for the plants and the grey water system within the school.   
Performance of the living machines are visible from multiple levels allowing the students 
and teachers to interact with all levels of water processing stages.  This process is an active 
part of the learning environments within the school and can be seen from the outside to 
people passing by on the sidewalk.  

In plan the atriums are a triangular shape, a narrow two foot window on the street opens 
up to a ten to twelve foot space inside the school. This layout enables people to view the 
system from the street, but not directly into the classrooms.  This opens the school to the 
surrounding community while still providing a secure environment for the students

New entry connects 111th street and 112th street and opens 
to provide an indoor/outdoor assembly space with a stage. 

[Right] Sectional model cut through an atrium section 
diagram of atrium living machine.
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Through cuts in the existing facade, the learning environments are transformed to be rooted in the natural elements. The end of every corridor provides students with 
a view to the outside. As the natural environment is allowed to enter the building, the built environment spills into the landscape, providing an environment for learning 
that is dependent on this connectivity between constructed and natural.

Models exploring the buildings relationship to the surrounding 
neighborhood. 

 1/16" = 1'-0"1 LEVEL 01

 1/16" = 1'-0"1 LEVEL 02
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LOWER MANHATTAN
BUILDING ARCHIVE

Future Landmarks
PATRICK CORRIGAN

The mandate of the New York City Landmarks Preservation 
Commission is to preserve significant works of architecture 
as a means of balancing the city’s past and present. Since 
its primary focus is on exteriors, the Commission has 
developed criteria that largely divorces a building’s façade 
from its interior. Future Landmarks seeks to create a new 
headquarters for the LPC at an unusual site in Lower 
Manhattan, in between the landmarked 325 Broadway 
and the 1970’s AT&T Long Lines tower, intended to serve 
as a literal demonstration of the Commission’s cultural 
responsibility to mediate between past and present. 

The ultimate goal is both to reveal the complex negotiation 
between old and new buildings in the cityscape and to 
critique the Commission’s practice of considering the 
façade as an element independent of the rest of a building’s 
architecture. The project explores the ramifications of this 
notion by rendering the facade indistinguishable from the 
building itself.

40 _42N   74_00w
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Physically separating the building into its three constituent parts, facade (or screen), 
weather envelope, and structure, reveals the building in its entirety. Consequently, 
each element is visible from the street, thereby creating a instance where all three  
elements serve as the “facade”. Because the facade element is a punctured screen 
and the weather envelope is a clear-glass curtain wall, the interior is visible as well, 
becoming yet another facade. Paradoxically, the building becomes legible as a 
cohesive whole only when it is broken into its separate parts and in so doing makes 
the whole building function as a facade. If this building were to be designated a 
Landmark, then each element would have to be considered a part of the facade, 
including the interior, and would therefore prohibit any alterations whatsoever.

FACADE

The northern facade is pulled off the weather envelope far enough so 
that it may reflect sunlight back into the offices.

In addition to serving as formal symbols of the facade, both the 
northern and southern facades (or screens) also serve environmental 
functions. The southern facade is tight against the whether envelope 
to provide shade for the gallery and hearing room.

A pedestrian can see much of the building from the sidewalk, their 
view gradually diminishing through the many layers of glass.

16 new Landmarks are declared each year. There are currently 51 
Landmark Districts and 1282 Landmarked Buildings. There are 26,624 lots 
in Manhattan. At the current rate, it will take 1583 years to Landmark every 

lot in Manhattan. In the year 2170, 10% of Manhattan will be a Landmark.
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LEVEL 02

LEVEL 02

LEVEL 02

LEVEL 02

GALLERY“How does one building affect the meaning of another when their 
expressions are combined and interact? How should they affect 
each other when one of them is protected in the public interest?” 
--Paul Byard

The new Headquarters for the Landmarks Preservation Commission has the difficult task of operating at two scales; that of a 62 ft. 19th century interpretation of the 
Italian Renaissance and that of a 550 ft. Brutalist skyscraper. The building must be both monumental with strong verticality while maintaining the idea of traditional 
fenestration and the intimacy of the lower Manhattan streetscape.

ARCHIVE

OFFICE LEVEL 1

OFFICE LEVEL 2
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CITY CENTER,  PHNOM PENH
PERFORMING ARTS INCUBATOR

Phnom Palimpsest
KIMBERLY TATE

A generation ago the Khmer Rouge killed a quarter of 
the Cambodian population and 90% of their artists and 
musicians. From the post-war recovery to present day, 
this generation of Cambodians is living in disconnect, 
their rich arts heritage nearly lost. Phnom Palimpsest 
explores architecture as a device to support the revival 
of Cambodian traditional art forms and inspire, incubate 
and form contemporary artistic expression. The design for 
a new Living Arts Center, drafted for the Marion Institute 
program called Cambodian Living Arts, envisions a future 
of Cambodia celebrated for its arts, not framed by the 
atrocities of war. It emerges as a layered expression of 
tradition and modernity which redefines and transforms 
with Cambodia’s cultural palimpsest.

The project tests the idea of a Living Arts program as a 
vehicle for sociological and cultural renewal through:

1. arts incubator program supporting an emerging cultural 
district;
2. new architectural layer as expanded public interface;
3. making production performative;
4. and materiality supporting local craft.

New reframes Old.
Past enriches Present.
Memory allows a brilliant trajectory.

11 _34N   104_55E
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Existing condition: Bophana Audiovisual Archive + 
Living Arts incubator

Bridge institutions. Make ground plane public 
passage connecting street fronts.

Respond environmentally with new operable facade 
that will screen a naturally ventilated interior from 
solar exposure.

New architectural layer facilitates the selective 
demolition and remediation of existing building.
Institutions are given room to expand. Arts 
production zones are made performative by 
adjacency to supporting public areas and circulation.

Blend tradition and modernity in materiality of new 
layer, especially in the facade. Regional materials 
and traditional craft by local artisans emerge in the 
contemporary expression of the building.

The building’s expression becomes transformative by 
allowing interior activity to illuminate the facade.

The existing building is made of reinforced concrete construction reminiscent of Phnom Penh’s 
French colonial period. The proposed new layer will feature regional materials and craft in a 
contemporary expression to fuse tradition and modernity.

Cambodian Living Arts builds the capacity 
for arts sustainability in Phnom Penh and 

throughout Cambodia. 
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“The existence of each layer is made possible by the layer that lies under it” - Carlo Scarpa

Each layer is a record. In a palimpsest each layer informs the succeeding layer and becomes new again. History emerges 
in the present. Working in dialogue with an existing building and the Bophana Center, the new architectural layer frames 
the old and its memory.

The operable facade will shade and ventilate as well as indicate the program inside. Sliding facade 
panels will feature traditional crafts by local artisans. The complexity of its environmental and 
cultural performance is complimented by the simplicity of its construction. 
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The following drawings are selected from the Theory 
of Urban Form class. This class, taught by Brian 
McGrath, Associate Professor and Research Chair in 
Urban Design at Parsons, is closely linked with the 
thesis studio. In this class drawings, mappings and 
diagrams of specific locales in the students’ thesis 
projects are understood in relation to various urban 
theoretical constructs. 

Theory of Urban Form examines various ways 
architects have theorized their role in relation to the 
design of cities over the last century, with a specific 
focus on the last four decades. The period of time 
from the 1970s to the present comprises an era of 
radical transformation in architecture, urban form 
and daily life. These years saw the emergence of 
digital technology, the end of the Cold War, the rise 
of neo-liberal globalization and its recent erosion. 
Contemporary theories are examined in relation 
to larger intellectual genealogies and historical 
examples reaching further into the past.

The class studied the tension between how the 
city is made through collective architectural 
expressions, the changing role of the architect 
in shaping the city, and how individual buildings 
are informed by the architecture of the city itself. 
Transitions in urban form were examined through 
the change in discourse both in written architectural 
theories and representations, as well as how these 
forms create a metabolism of the city based on 
social, food, energy and water systems.

The maps that follow are expressions of these 
investigations; they uncovered questions that the 
thesis projects later aimed to address. Much of 
the work shown here stemmed from comparative 
studies of historical maps (like the one shown at 
the right) and contemporary representations of the 
city of Albany. Tracking temporal shifts uncovered 
patterns in a city affected by economic decline, 
large infrastructural changes, emigration, poverty 
and crime.

Drawing The City
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Railway Edge  | Downtown | 1935 Highway Edge | Downtown | 2010

evanWOLFFINFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIVER’S EDGE

ALBANY 1895

ALBANY 1934

ALBANY 2010

evanWOLFFINFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIVER’S EDGE

ALBANY 1895

ALBANY 1934

ALBANY 2010
Transportation Systems | 1895 + 2010

Albany’s river edge was once dominated by the New York Central Railroad (shown here in 1935), the first four-track long-distance railroad in the world. Headquartered 
in New York City, the line served most of the Northeast, connecting New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Massachusetts. 
The largely level topography of New York state gave the railroad a distinctive character; most of its major routes were without significant grade changes (other than in 
West Albany) and followed waterways, thus the line became known as the Water Level Route. Prior to its merging with the New York Central Railroad, this section of 
rail was the Albany and Schenectady Railroad, a line which allowed freight and passengers to bypass the numerous locks of the Erie Canal between Schenectady and 
Albany.

Construction on the first segments of I-787 began in the early 1960s; most segments were 
completed and opened to traffic by 1973. The ramps to the South Mall Arterial opened in 1974; 
these ramps allowed vehicles to enter the Mall directly without engaging Albany. The Circle 
Stack Interchange (shown above and left) is an intricate elevated highway, whose bridge pilings 
obscure views of and access to the Hudson River.
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TODAY1892

N

1/64”=1’-0”

The introduction of Interstate 787 paralleled the 
transformation of building stock in downtown Albany. 
In the late 19th and early 20th century, small 
residential and commercial buildings dominated 
Albany’s waterfront, near the port and lumber 
district.

The comparative drawing above illustrates the 
transformation of the building stock of Albany’s 
neighborhoods south of downtown, from small scale 
to large blocks. Albany’s economic decline of the 
past three decades is especially felt in this area; 
many of these large warehouse and factory buildings 
stand empty. 

Building Edge | South End | 1892 Building Edge | South End | 1892 + 2010

amandaWAAL

1892

2010The city of Albany underwent massive morphological changes in the mid 20th century, when the existing urban block structure (shown in light blue) was decimated to 
make room for the capitol plaza and connecting highway. Both plaza and highway are elevated and introspective; the architecture and infrastructure of power turn their 
backs to the surrounding city. Once a thriving downtown, the area surrounding the New York State capitol is now home to several parking lots and vacant spaces. A 
sports arena and attached parking garage are currently the epicenter of civic activity in the area. 

Empire State Plaza | 1950 + 2010
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This landuse map captures the current high index of manufacturing facilities in Albany. 

Industrial Land Use | 2010

WASTE AND RECYCLING PLANTS

METAL FACTORIES

GLASS FACTORIES

PAPER FACTORIES

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH SITES 

In the early 1870s, the value of Albany’s lumber district was the largest in the United States. The lumber 
district was 1.5 miles long from north to south, 500 feet wide at its southern end and 1,150 feet wide at 
its northern end, constituting over 100 acres. Thirty-one slips connected to the Erie Canal, the longest slip 
measuring 1,000 feet long. In 1865, there were 3,963 sawmills; by 1900, this number had dwindled to 150. 
The district was further decimated by a fire in 1908. The above figure ground drawings show the economic 
activity in Albany’s lumber district from 1890 to 1909 through the reduction in the lumber stacks.

Industrial Edge| Lumber | 1890 + 1909

18
92

18
92
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1892

1892

1930

1930

Tracing downtown Albany’s morphological changes over the last 120 years highlights some of the major competing forces that have shaped the city. These 
diagrams illustrate the evolution of Albany’s residential, commercial and institutional layers.  In 1892, residential buildings blanketed the area near the river 
and institutions were dispersed throughout the city. By 1930, the residential area had become porous, whereas institutional and commercial centers grew 
more dense and centralized.  

Downtown Land Use| 1892 + 1930

COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

INSTITUTIONAL
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DOWNTOWN ALBANY
COMMUTING IN ALBANY
90,000 PEOPLE LIVE IN ALBANY
60,000 PEOPLE COMMUTE TO ALBANY TO WORK

ABOVE GROUND PARKING LOTS
MUCH OF DOWNTOWN ALBANY IS TAKEN UP BY PARKING LOTS
IN MANY CAES THERE IS MORE PARKING THAN BUILDINGS
NEEDED TO SUPPORT PERMANENT AND COMMUTER POPULATION

HOW DO YOU UTILIZE THE PARKING LOTS/GARAGES IN A WAY THAT ISN’T WASTEFUL?

The Hudson River forms Albany’s eastern border, separating it from Rensselaer. The Albany waterfront has been through three major 
phases in the last 200 years. It began as a bustling regional port and then evolved into a rail based commerce center before settling 
into its current state of isolation created by the elevated highway (shown above). Prior to the construction of the highway, the city had a 
greater connection to the Hudson River waterfront. Proposed future plans suggest burying, boulevarding and even raising 787 in order to 
reconnect the city to the river.

The interstate highway system in Albany has made it attractive to a large commuter population. Nearly 100,000 people live in Albany, 
New York, but every weekday this population increases by 60,000 as people commute to the city for work, mostly by car. This large 
automobile commuter population requires parking; much of the downtown area is taken up by parking lots (shown in blue). In many 
downtown areas, parking lots outnumber buildings, creating vast swaths of unused space at the end of the workday. 

Like many American cities, Albany was radically transformed by the introduction of an interstate highway system. Interstate 787 is the main route for those traveling 
in and out of downtown Albany. This massive infrastructure that runs in varying degrees at grade, slightly elevated and very high off of the ground, fragments adjacent 
neighborhoods and severs the city’s connection to the river.

I-787 Overpass | 2010

Parking Lots | Downtown | 2010
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Downtown Block Structure|1892|1934|2010
Downtown Albany’s block structure has deteriorated over the years and is currently severed from the Hudson River by I-787. The aerial photograph (above) shows 
Albany as it stands today, while the graphic overlays represent two other stages in the evolution of downtown (Red shows the block structure in 1892 and Cyan, 1934).   
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INTRODUCTION OF THE AUTOMOBILECOUNTRYSIDE LIVING

First, there was a river. Then a rail line. Then a highway.

Running along the northern edge of Albany, Patroon Creek serves as a transformative armature for the city. Hundreds of years ago, the creek provided water for settlers 
and farmers as they worked their way inland from the Hudson River. During the Industrial Revolution, the creek quickly became a vital resource and mode of transport 
for waterfront manufacturing trades emerging along the Hudson, leading to the construction of a major railroad along the water’s edge. With the arrival of a car-driven 
culture in the 1950s, an interstate highway was added to this busy corridor, drastically splintering the urban fabric of surrounding neighborhoods. Massive, over-scaled 
ring-road campuses quickly grew off of the interstate, creating isolated nodes in the city. 
Today, efforts are being made to reverse such isolating effects with the creation of the Patroon Creek Greenway, which provides biking and hiking paths along the creek 
with strategic access points to the city. Thus, the intertwined layering of this corridor chronicles urban form as it transitions between different economies and modes of 
living, revealing dramatic shifts in the scale of building stock and infrastructure within the natural and built landscape of Albany.

Harriman State Campus | 1934 + 2010
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Lake Avenue

Lark Street

Country Road 156

Barrack Road

Main Avenue

Pearl Street

Brevator Street

Manning Boulevard

SUNY CAMPUS ROAD

College of Nanoscale Science

University of Albany

Harriman State Campus

Albany High School

University of Albany Downtown

University of Albany East - BioNano

Nanotechnology research and development facilities often grow out of the stimulating environments provided by university campuses. In 
Albany, the College of Nanoscale Science and Technology is part of the SUNY Albany campus, which is itself part of an extensive ‘campus 
armature’ stretching across the city. This armature includes SUNY Albany’s downtown campus and east campus in Rensselaer, as well as 
Albany High School. Several different phases of the city’s architectural development and character are also evident in sections taken through 
the urban fabric of this unique armature.

Education | Harriman Campus SUNY
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POLICE STATIONS 

NORTH STATION PATROL ZONES

SOUTH STATION PATROL ZONES

Prison Adm per 1000 Adults
by Census Block Group
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. 

 

per 1,000 ADULTS by CENSUS BLOCK GROUP 
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The violent crime/murder rate in Albany has surpassed that of New York City in some years. Of the 25 murders in Albany from 2007 to 2010, over half (shown as 
circles) took place within this eight block radius in the West Hill and Arbor Hill neighborhoods. Many of these crime scenes are surrounded by vacant lots (shown in 
blue) and abandoned buildings (shown in yellow) that plague West Hill and Arbor Hill.  

The percentage of Albany county residents incarcerated in state prison ranks 
as one of the highest in New York state (shown above). In a report by the New 
York Community Action Association, Albany was ranked the sixth poorest of 
New York state’s cities. Over 25% of Albany’s total population and more than 
35% of its children live in poverty. 

Albany is served by three police stations (shown in red above), an 
administrative center in the northwest (3) and two patrol stations in the 
north (1) and south (2). This map shows the patrol zones for which each 
station is responsible; the yellow toned zones are patrol areas assigned to 
the North Station and the South Station areas are in blue. 

Violent Crime | 2007-2010 Prison Admission Rates Police Patrol Zones
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The violent crime index in Albany far exceed the national average every year for the last twelve years.  From 1999-2010, violent crimes per 100,000 people in Albany 
ranged from 465.1 (lowest in 1999) to 649.8 (highest in 2005); the US average was 286.4 and 258.9 during the same years.

This map suggests geographical relationships between patterns of crime by isolating the location of a concentrated group of murders (shown as grey Xs), the local 
police department (shown as a small red square) and a large public space (Washinton Park, shown as a large red shape). Additionally, snapshots of the murder scenes 
add a street-level perspective; departing from traditional methods of statistical mapping. The physical environments of violent crime (i.e. broken windows, boarded up 
vacant buildings) might be understood more comprehensively through this type of hybrid representation. 

Mapping Violent Crime | Albany
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March 7
Reveiw of Projects by Melanie Hendel, Yigit 
Kale, Obinna Elechi, Amanda Waal, Michael 
Brotherton, Felicia Nitu, Vanessa Estrada, 
John Loercher, Sloane Brown and Jason 
Hudspeth. 

Engineering Workshops

Structural Systems | March 30 + 31
Students met with Engineers from Robert Silman Associates

REBECCA BUNTROCK

ALASTAIR ELLIOT

SHINJNEE PATHAK

IAN PENDLETON

Environmental Systems | April 11
Students met with Engineers from Atelier Ten and Buro Happold

LEANORA PANICCIA

SARAH SACHS

226225

Guest Critics

FELIPE CORREA

WALTER HOOD

ANDREA KAHN

BRIAN MCGRATH

JOANNA MERWOOD 

WILLIAM MORRISH

KIM YAO

Mid Reviews

March 8
Reveiw of Projects by Patrick Corrigan, Siena 
Shaw, Bradley Loew, Stephen Scribner, 
Mariline Laenen, Adabelgy Lodono, Nora 
Alhasan, Paul Schroeckenstein, Steven Sze, 
Kim Tate and Evan Wolfe

Guest Critics

DOREEN ADENGO

ANDY BERNHEIMER

ALEXIS KRAFT

DAVID LEWIS

JAMES SLADE
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CLAIRE WEISZ
on Melanie Hendel’s project

I feel like what you are really saying is that any kind 
of building that gets built as a museum at this point, 
that there is a question as to what is the artwork. 
What is constructed and is then borrowed as part of 
the collection? What is part of the collection? - which 
is maybe more of a Guggenheim question than a 
MOMA question. 

DAVID LEWIS
on Obinna Elechi’s project

What you are arguing, but you haven’t
spoken about, is the fact that architecture, if done 
with detail and a sense of scale and a sense of 
mystery, can produce a kind of social activity that 
will enable these programs to actually operate within 
the community. Which gets to the heart of the thesis, 
which is not just making a nice building, not just
doing a good program, but figuring out what is it that 
architecture has the capacity to do?

HENRY SMITH-MILLER
on Patrick Corrigan’s project

Landmarks doesn’t even know what’s right 
and wrong, it changes it’s mind. It’s a cast-iron 
façade, it’s not what it appears to be, so the idea 
of questioning the integrity of a facade is very 
interesting.

 
SUNIL BALD
on Kimberly Tate’s project

You are choosing this site with these two separate 
buildings that have this kind of space between them, 
and then you are operating in that space. It raises 
so many questions that I think are very complex. 
The desire to reclaim some notion of an authentic 
culture and bring authenticity to something that’s 
been marred by the constraint of colonialism. As 
architects, it’s very interesting how we do that 
through the authentic use of materials. I think it has 
lead you to some really interesting explorations and 
architectural discoveries.

JING LIU
on Felicia Nitu’s project

So in a way the skyscraper is a cow and the West Vil-
lage is a chicken, I wonder if you can make a cow
do what a chicken does? Maybe it would help you to 
consider the many things you can do with a skyscrap-
er. I wonder if you need such a drastic move, it’s not 
really a skyscraper, I mean it only shares the height 
of the skyscraper. It kind of sheds all of the other 
operational characteristics of skyscrapers. 

 

May 5
Reveiw of Projects of John Loercher, Vanessa 
Estrada, Paul Schroeckenstein, Mariline 
Laenen, Sloane Brown, Amanda Waal, Evan 
Wolfe, Stephen Scribner, Nora Alhasan and 
Melanie Hendel

Critic’s Comments

Guest Critics

MARTIN FINIO

DAVID LEWIS

LAURENCE LIAUW

JONATHAN MARVEL

CHRIS McVOY

ADA TOLLA

MARC TSURUMAKI

CLAIRE WEISZ

MARTIN FINIO  
on John Loercher’s project

The first thing that I think of is who is responsible for 
shoveling the snow? Who really owns that space that 
you have just liberated now from the demising walls 
that we are so used to being there? I own this, you 
own that. Good fences make really good neighbors. 
I just can’t over emphasis that. So I wonder whether 
you don’t have to critique this project along those 
lines, for yourself, in terms of how does this operate 
in the American city.

LAURENCE LIAUW
on Sloane Brown’s project 
 
I think the potential for your project is where you 
begin to move from urban to architecture. You’ve 
got all this great urban research in front of you. 
How do you begin to fold that urban research into 
an architectural scale and make it organizational. 
I think that you would end up with a very strange 
kind of circulation; you would end up with different 
inside outside experiences and you might even end 
up with a kind of blurring between landscape and 
architecture. 

CLAIRE WEISZ
on Amanda Waal’s project

This is a wonderfully lyrical project about what really 
makes a difference in cities. The question I have 
is do you think you did enough? Do you think what 
you did is provocative enough -  to create a sense 
of the dispersed, which is does not make things too 
obvious but does not make them covered up. 

ADA TOLLA
on Stephen Scribner’s project

How do things move? I almost wish that we could 
see the plans for each one of the things. I can see 
your intelligence, but it would be great to see your 
intelligence applied more precisely to the different 
things. In what way do you take advantage of the 
topography? How do you express the fact that this 
is not just a public building -  it’s much more, it’s 
a machine, it’s operational. So there is this other 
aspect to it that is very interesting. 

CLAIRE WEISZ
on Nora Alhasan’s project

I think this is an amazing project for a thesis because 
it’s almost like it’s anti-viral medication for
architecture, in that you have something that is so 
constructed, so of its time. And then there’s this 
targeted but mimetic response to it. But you have 
to actually change something fundamental. What 
you’ve done speaks to the deeper hopes and maybe 
the poetry of what something like this could do. 

Final Reviews 

May 6
Reveiw of Projects of Obinna Elechi, Patrick 
Corrigan, Steven Sze, Kimberly Tate, Adabelgy 
Londono, Felicia Nitu, Bradley Loew, Siena 
Shaw, Yigit Kale, Michael Brotherton and 
Jason Hudspeth

Guest Critics

SUNIL BALD

KEN LEWIS

JING LIU

BRIAN MCGRATH

LYN RICE

CATHERINE SEAVITT

GAVIN SHETKIN

HENRY SMITH-MILLER

JING LUI
on Yigit Kale’s project

I really appreciate the intelligence of the project and 
I almost feel like you are doing this operation to two 
dead static buildings and then you shook them up 
a little bit and really made them speak. They were 
dead and then you incorporated speed. There are 
various speeds that are going into this building, the 
speed of pedestrians, the speed of manufacturing, 
the speed of materials and process.

SUNIL BALD
on Jason Hudspeth’s project

So it’s not just about us and the military getting 
shaken up by the broader scenario.  But its more 
how the military campus gets reconfigured with this 
sort of repositioning. And when you put the campus 
into the city you begin to open up all sorts of cracks 
of unintended spaces or spaces that you actually 
have to move through as part of a routine where you 
actually don’t have the same type of control that you 
do with a regular campus.
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FINAL THESIS REVIEW | MAY 5
Guest, Primary and secondary critics of the Mid-Review critiqued projects 
of John Loercher, Stephen Scribner, Evan Wolfe, Melanie Hendel, Amanda 
Waal, Paul Schrokenstein, Nora Alhasan, Vanessa Estrada, Mariline 
Laenen and Sloane Brown 

MARTIN FINIO
Christoff:Finio Architecture; Yale 
University
 

STELLA BETTS
LevenBetts; Professor, Parsons 
School of Design

GUEST CRITICS PRIMARY CRITICS

SECONDARY CRITICS

LAURENCE LIAUW
Hong Kong University

ASTRID LIPKA
Lyn Rice Architects; Professor, 
Parsons School of Design

JONATHAN MARVEL
Rogers Marvel Architects; 
Associate Professor, SCE Parsons

CHRIS McVOY
Steven Holl Architects

REID FREEMAN
Barker Freeman Design Office; 
James Carpenter Design

ADA TOLLA
LOT-EK; Columbia University

PAUL GOLDBERGER
Architecture Critic, The New Yorker; 
The New York Times

MARC TSURUMAKI
Lewis.Tsurumaki.Lewis Architects; 
Columbia University

CLAIRE WEISZ
WXY Architects; SCE Parsons

DAVID LEWIS
Lewis.Tsurumaki.Lewis Architects;
SCE Parsons

DAVID LEVEN
LevenBetts; Director SCE Parsons 
School of Design

MARK RAKATANSKY
Mark Rakatansky Studio; SCE 
Parsons

16:32
Claire Weisz
@Nora Alhasan

“I think it’s kind of an amazing project for thesis 
because it’s almost like it’s anti-viral medication for
architecture, in that you have something that so con-
structed so of its time and then architecture there’s
this targeted but manetic response to it but how far 
away you’ve imitated in some ways you have to
actually have to change something fundamental so 
that the cars won’t continue to be attracted to it and
get the pollution down so that what you’ve done in 
transportation and that idea of using concrete
technology together to speak to the deeper hopes 
and maybe the poetry of what something like this
could do. But I do keep wondering if you excluded the 
car too much, because I’m wondering whether
there was a bus, an electric bus or whether it’s a taxi 
drop off if you couldn’t let that be the front door to
this new public plaza not the same transportation 
that’s going, but only in, it would be kind of evocative
in a way to do it.”
- - - - -

18:10
Jing Lui
@Yigit Kale

“I really, really appreciate the intelligence of the 
project and I think maybe I can answer of the
questions, for him, from my perspective. Is thatI 
almost feel like you are doing this to, two dead static
buildings and then shook them up a little bit and re-
ally kind of made them speak. They were dead and
then you incorporated speed, there’s various speed 
that’s going to this building, the speed pedestrians,
the speed of manufacturing, the speed of materials 
and process and even by connecting to Switzerland ,
people from….. . You basically incorporated these 
variations to these dead buildings with those diago-
nal expressions…..
- - - - -

2:10
Ada Tolla
@Stephen Scribner

“I think this it’s a very interesting project the question 
mark is this, you’re working with on one hand this
defined topography, right which is driving you to think 
when you have an angle like that you can do two
things you can follow it; the pubic path or you can go 
back and forth in more gentle flows and in fact
that allows you to create your program. So that’s one 
thing, then the other one is your program which is
obviously super compelling it’s something that we 
are all dealing with we’re all excited about its under
our skin it’s so much part of our current culture and it 
is such that it almost requires another level of
representation because and I think it really ties to the 
topography because it’s a program that deals also
with movement of things and therefore gravity could 
work with it in both ways it could when things can
go slow for a longer period of time because it could 
allow for maybe a lot of sorting they may need to do
or it can go well instead to cut across because you 
might want to shoot things through very quickly. So, I
guess the thing that is missing is that you are treat-
ing it too much like a conventional building where the
plans show only the program for us, the humans. And 
instead what is missing is a series of plans that
really are done just for the stuff. How do things move 
I almost wish that we could see the plans for each
one of the things and see in one way I can see your 
intelligence but it would be great to see your
intelligence applied more precisely to the different 
things and in what way you take advantage of the
topography like you are doing both in plan and with 
the idea of the roof, also for the mechanical aspect
of the building and precisely to express also the fact 
that this is not just a public building, it’s much
more, it’s a machine, it’s operational so there is this 
other aspect to it that is very interesting. And the
other question that I want to raise is this educational 
component which is always a very important thing
precisely because these are buildings that are very 
relevant right now and have a very strong message
and they need to have a level of clarity and also 
propaganda, if you want. 
- - - - -

25:58
Sunil Bald
@Kimberly Tate

“I also think this is a great thesis and just the way you 
framed the problem is really interesting I think the
way you address it architecturally, I guess translate it 
from these other issues, create the problem. Just
actually from the site, you’re choosing this kind of 
site, these two separate buildings that have this kind
of space between them and then operating in that 
space. It raises so many questions that I think are
very complex. And I think also it’s interesting how 
this desire to reclaim some notion of an authentic
culture and bring authenticity to something that’s 
been marred by the constraint of colonialism. And I
think as architects it’s very interesting how we do 
that through the use of authentic use of materials 
and that’s a very interesting way. And I think it has 
lead you to some really interesting explorations and
architectural discoveries.

I think the siting of it actually then creates another 
level of complexity which then takes it to very
different level of this kind understanding and there’s 
your thesis. And that these histories are where
French colonialism is in touch with parts of Cambo-
dian history now, some sort of idea of one authentic
culture, as contemporary Asian. And for you to then 
operate in this gap say between these two
institutions, one of Cambodian culture and the other 
French colonial, it’s really fascinating how and it
does set up some very interesting things how you set 
up how your intervention mediates and plays off
these two things. How you might operate on the 
building while at the same time treating it much
more clearly. I think then you got comments about, 
actually understanding this thing as an object as
well as a subject and working with that technonically 
I wonder about all these columns coming down to
the ground. How can you both more explicitly, oper-
ate in that gap between the two institutions and
operate on the two institutions and then also use this 
as a way of kind of wrapping as well, in a way that
is much more explicit. Or even as a strategy of 
intervention. 

29:28 
I guess I would then begin to ask you what do these 
beautiful walls have to do with contemporary
notion of Cambodian Culture?
- - - - -
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Social engagement
“VV” (Vertical Village)
Vertical commuting
Private-Public tension
Convenience = Efficiency = 
Sustainability Housing
Adaptability
City block Infrastructure
Public space
Cultural identity
Arts education
Cultural ecology
Living arts
Tradition and modernity Memory
Infrastructure
Urban landscape
Neighborhood connections
Material life cycles
Waste management
Reintegrating
Society
Public space
Mixed program / hybrid library/ halfway 
Halfway House
Production Efficiency
Recreation
Business Collectives
Transportation Networks
Alternative Energy (Industrial Use) 
Identity
Healing
Collective Living
Social Ills
Urban Condition
Active engagement
Visible nature
Learning cycle
Building=teacher
Environmental foundation
Violent crime
Law enforcement
Post deindustrialized landscape 
Discreet elements
Distribution
Public supervision

Albany Lo Cal Sites:
Crumbling Highway System: Dunn 
Bridge
Mid 20th Century State Campus: 
Harriman Campus Residential 
Neighborhoods in Distress: West Hill, 
South End, Arbor Hill
Industrial Sites Along the River: South 
End Topography in the City: Sheridan 
Hollow 
Primary Traffic Arteries: Central Avenue
Empire State Plaza
Downtown Sites Adjacent to Highways: 
Convention Center
Hudson River Waterfront

Albany Lo Cal Programs:
Health and Wellness Center Housing In 
a City Block Orphanage
Policing Stations
Halfway House/Library
Music Hall
Industrial Design Museum Wood 
Manufacturing Center Waste 
Management Facility E-Library
Minor league Baseball Stadium River 
Aquatic Center Multi-Modal Transit 
Station Nanotechnology Campus 
Convention Center

New York City Lo Cal Sites:
West Side Meat Packing District Battery 
Tunnel
Downtown Manhattan
Madison Square Park
Harlem School Building

New York City LoCal Programs: 
Military Academy
Tall Building
Landmarks Preservation Commission 
Public School

Phnom Penh Lo Cal Sites: 
Arts District

Phnom Penh Lo Cal Programs: 
Arts Building

Photography Credits
03
Empire State Plaza Aerial
Albany, New York

16
Info Booth At Grand Central Station
Manhattan, New York

35
Former Rca Building In South End
Albany, New York

37
Schoolyard PS 208 | Harlem
Manhattan, New York

145
Circle Stack Interchange | Hudson
Albany, New York 

147
Grand Central Station
Manhattan, New York

185
NYC Sanitation Dept | Gansevoort
Manhattan, New York

187
Camko City
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

195
National Sports Complex | Olympic Stadium 
By Vann Molyvann
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

197
Rush Hour At Grand Central Station
New York 42Nd Street

221
Downtown Albany Aerial 
Albany, New York

223
JMZ Subway Tracks At Flushing Ave Brooklyn, 
New York

225
M.Arch Mid Review | 25 E 13th 
Manhattan, New York

226
M.Arch Engineering Workshop | 25 E 13th 
Manhattan, New York

227
M.Arch Final Review | 25 E 13th 
Manhattan, New York

229
M.Arch Studio Drafting Tables
25 E 13th Stre
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Lo Cal City presents a new way of 
conceiving of architecture in the 
21 Century City.  By aggressively 
uncovering embedded radical 
efficiencies in a place - the true 
local in a locale - and positing how 
cities can minimize the metabolism 
of energy, Lo Cal City maximizes 
the experience of architecture. In 
this approach, architecture embeds 
itself in the logics of a locale as 
local, low calorie and Lo Cal.
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